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1. Voor het bestuderen van specifieke effecten in structuur van

kernen is het hoekgebied van 90c-180" van groot belang. Daarom

zouden juist in dit gebied hoge resolutie metingen met

magnetische spectrografen uitgevoerd en niet rond de 90° afgekapt

moeten worden»

Dit proefschrift, blz. 125-126.

2. De huidige concentratie van natuurkundig onderzoek in nationale

instituten moge gunstig zijn voor de ontwikkeling van dit onder-

zoek maar dreigt ten koste te gaan van het universitaire onder-

wijs.

F. v.d. Woude, Haalt "small" physics het jaar 2000?, Nederlands

Tijdschrift voor Natuurkunde B51 (1985) 101.

John P. Schiffer, Summary talk. In: Proc. Int. Conf. on Nuclear

Structure, Amsterdam 1982, page 497c. Editors: A. van der Woude

and B.J. Verhaar.

3. Het ontstaan van secondaire reactieprodukten bij het kernfusie-

proces wordt in het algemeen onderbelicht en geeft aldus een ver-

keerde indruk van een "schone" energiebron.

B. Brandt en C.M. Braams, De ontsteking van het thermonucleaire

vuur. Nederlands Tijdschrift voor Natuurkunde A49 (1983) 142-145.

A. Robinson en L.C.J.M. de Koek, Fusie onderzoek in Europa.

Natuur en Techniek 50 no.12 (1982) 934-953.

4. De trend in de kernfysica naar steeds nieuwe sondes, exotische

reactieprodukten en hogere energieën dreigt tot gevolg te hebben

dat experimenten met lichte deeltjes en lage energieën (< 30 MeV)

in de toekomst niet meer mogelijk zullen zijn, hetgeen niet in

het belang van de kernfysica is.

F.G. Resmini, Heavy ion accelerators. In: Proc. Int. Conf. on

Physics, Florence 1983, volume 2, page 551-578. Editors:

P. Blasi and R.A. Ricci. Tipografia Compositori, Bologna 1983.



5. De gewoonte om in natuurkundige publicaties bij referenties uit-

sluitend auteurs en plaats van publicatie te vermelden, doet te-

kort aan de eveneens belangrijke titel van het gerefereerde en

getuigt van misplaatste bondigheid»

6. Rapportage door middel van voordrachten wordt terecht gezien als

een goed middel van kennisoverdracht. Daarom is het des te ver-

wonderlijker, dat binnen het studieprogramma van de afdeling der

Technische Natuurkunde van de Technische Hogeschool Eindhoven

geen eenvoudige instructie "presentatietechniek" bestaat.

7. Studierendement is een slecht criterium voor de bepaling van de

kwaliteit van het onderwijs.

R.J. in 't Veld, Omderwille van verstandige zelfevaluatie.

VUB&M periodiek 4 (1985) 6-7.

8. De sluiting van de Limburgse kolenmijnen is zo snel uitgevoerd,

dat daardoor volwaardige vervangende industrieën zich niet tijdig

konden ontwikkelen. Dit is daarmee éên van de belangrijkste oor-

zaken van de huidige structurele werkeloosheid in deze regio.

B. Brey, De mijnen gingen open, de mijnen gingen dicht.

Uitgeverij Anthos/Kosmos, Baarn/Amsterdam 1980 en referenties

daarin.

W. van den Eelaart, Zeven eeuwen mijnen en mijnwerkers in

Limburg. Uitgeverij Corrie Zeelen, Maasbree 1980.

9. Alle mooie complexe modellen en supercomputers ten spijt, de rea-

liteit is onberekenbaar.
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Chapter 1 Introduction and goals of the present study

"When I was directing the research work

of students in my days at Princeton

University, I always tell them that if

the result of a thesis problem could be

foreseen at its beginning it was not

worth working at."

K.T. Compton.

Nuclear physics is still a young, growing field when we compare

it to the history of physics as a whole. The development of nuclear

physics is closely connected with the development of contemporary

physics, which started about 80 years ago. A breakthrough in physical

thinking came in the 1920' s. Since that time we have come to accept

that physical nature is more complex than ever thought before. At the

start of this century Lord Kelvin said that he understood everything

in physics. The physical sky was very clear to him, except for some

very distant clouds. These clouds, however, appeared to be the

starting point of a new era. It is the quantum mechanical approach

that underlies a revolution in physics.

Since the start of the 20th century our knowledge of matter

developed from a cloudy atom via an atom with electrons to an atom

with a nucleus and electrons. For a large part this was established

due to the work of Rutherford and co-workers around 1910 (URut). The

properties and the constituents of the nucleus were at that time

almost completely unknown. The discovery of the neutron by Chadwick in

1932 (32Cha), only half a century ago, was a major step forward and is

considered as the start of nuclear structure physics (82Cas). Since

then the research on the nucleus has made great progress and revealed

a rich variety of simple features of nuclear phenomena. Also the

theoretical description became rather detailed. Nowadays we know that

the nucleus consists of neutrons and protons, which interact with each

other via the strong (nuclear) force, and we can predict a lot of its

properties, but still, a single model that describes the nucleus



completely does not exist. In the development of nuclear theory two

models play a major role: the collective model and the shell model.

These models are still the most important ones.

N. Bohr (36Boh, 39Boh) conceived the "liquid drop" model, that

has become very fruitful for the understanding of nuclear binding

energies and of the process of nuclear fission. His son A. Bohr in

collaboration with Mottelson refined this theory quantitatively to

what is known nowadays as the "collective model". In 1953 they

published their first findings (53Boh). With this model it ia

possible to calculate the energies of nuclear levels and the strengths

of transitions between those levels. Even now, 30 years later, this

approach is still very oftan applied in one form or another. In fact

we also shall employ this model in this thesis.

Another approach in the theory of the nucleus is an analogy of

the atomic model of electrons: the single-particle shell model. As in

the electronic case we can see nucleons as grouped in several shells.

The closures of these shells appear at characteristic numbers: the so-

called magic numbers (2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82, 126). At first the shell

model was not able to explain all of these numbers. Mayer (49May), and

in the same period Haxel, Jensen and Suess (49Hax) found that these

numbers could be explained by introducing a strong spin-orbit coupling

in the shell model. This model also turns out to be very good in

predicting the properties of a nearly magic nucleus, but it fails when

we try to do so of a nucleus with a proton and/or neutron number

deviating a lot from the magic numbers. Even zhe largest computers

available at this moment are not capable of calculating features of

the nucleus without introducing severe restrictions in the model

space. This brings us to the main problem in the theory of the

nucleus: the nucleus is a many-body system with a large number of

degrees of freedom. These cannot be handled explicitly when the number

of nucleons becomes too large. So some simplifications are needed*



Halliday (50Hal, p. 292) states about these two models:

"The basic idea of shell theory is that the nucleons behave

as though they were confined in a common potential well and

they interact which each other slightly. This is directly

opposed to the liquid drop idea, which implies a strong

interaction. Both models are useful. Their basic

incompatibility simply shows the poor state of our knowledge

of nuclear forces."

This statement is still basically true, despite all kind of efforts to

unify both models.

A development of the last decade to reduce the degrees of freedom

is the Interacting Boson Approximation (IBA) of Arima and lachello

(76Ari, 78Aril, 78Ari2, 78Sch). Starting from the experimental fact

that collective excitatitions exhibit mainly a quadrupole (L=2)

character giving rise to surface oscillations, Arima and lachello

replaced the large number of single-particle states by a few

collective i.e. bosonic degrees of freedom. They introduced s (L=0)

and d (L=2) bosons, which can be seen as correlated pairs of nucleons.

By means of group theoretical methods they found three analytical

solutions. These solutions are comparable to the collective limits of

vibration, rotation and ^-instability. The few degrees of freedom

result in an easy calculation of energy levels and transicion

strengths. It is also possible to calculate transitions from one limit

to another, which gives more problems in the collective model.

However, also the IBA is not perfect and several extensions have been

proposed (83E11).

The present work fits well in the framework sketched above. For

the experimental physicist it is a challenge to discover the

properties of a nucleus which can and those which cannot be described

by a specific model. In this way we are able to refine the models and

to get a better insight in nuclear structure. As our probe we shall

employ polarized protons and measure their scattering in dependence of

angle and spin direction. This study is a continuation of previous

work, done by Meissen (78Mel), Polsne (8IP0I) and Wassenaar (82Was).

The work of Meissen concentrated on the semi-magic nuclei yttrium,

iron, and nickel» The description of his experimental findings was

done mainly In terms of the optical model, the collective model and



the Distorted Wave Born Approximation (DWBA). The optical model

describes the elastic scattering of protons in terms of a few

parameters- The DWBA then analyses the inelastic scattering with the

parameter set of the optical model. The main conclusion of this work

was that in the inelastic scattering of polarized protons the

deformation of the spin-orbit part can be dependent on the incident

energy of the proton when we look at those semi-magic nuclei. Also the

work of Polane was centered around nickel and iron (58Ni and b bFe). He

especially studied the transfer reactions leading to the double magic

nucleus 56Ni (Z=N=28) and the semi-magic nucleus 5"*Fe (N=28). In his

thesis the analysis has been performed with DWBA for 1-step and 2-step

processes. The thesis of Wassenaar was also in this direction. He

extended in his work the research of the nuclear physics group at the

Eindhoven University of Technology (EUT) to nuclei around the magic

number 50. In Wassenaar's work there was already more emphasis on

analysis with the collective model within a coupled-channels approach.

This approach has been used to its full extent in the thesis of Petit

(85Pet), since it has been devoted to the transition region of

vibrational to permanently deformed Sm isotopes (A«150, Z=62).

The present investigation, together with the work of Petit, is

concerned with excited states of some transitional nuclides, which,

through the experimental improvements, became better accessible for

our polarized proton experiments. With the work of Mel-sen, Polane and

Wassenaar we have obtained some more knowledge on the behaviour of

nuclei with a proton and/or neutron number in the neighbourhood of the

magic numbers 28 and 50 and about the special features these nuclei

exhibit. Our aim is now to see how nuclei behave when they have a

proton and/or neutron number in between 28 and 50. Another aim is the

completion of our picture of even-even nuclei in general where the

research started with the nuclei Fe (Z=26) and Ni (Z=28). Therefore

we have chosen some nuclei which follow this series:

- Ge, Z=32, N=38,40,42,44

- Se, Z=34, N-42,44,46

Our goal is the study of these nuclei in order to find how the

structure of a nucleus changes when more and more nucleons are being

added.

In the past most analyses of experimental data have been

performed with the DWBA formalism. This procedure is valid for levels



which can be excited directly from the ground state and the excitation

strength being not too large (deformation parameter smaller then 0.3,

see 63Perl), but also not too small» This approach works well for low-

lying excited states, especially the first 2+ levels and 3~ levels of

even-even nuclei. In xecent years there is a trend to investigate

higher excited levels. These levels impose higher experimental and

theoretical demands, but they also provide a better test ground for

nuclear models. In many cases the excitation mechanism of these levels

is believed to be a two-step process. Possible interference makes

these levels very sensitive to details of nuclear models. Then the

DWBA description is clearly insufficient and a coupled-channels

approach needs to be used. These levels also require more experimental

skill. In general the cross sections are small and the levels are

situated in a region with increasing level density. This requires long

measuring periods together with a good energy resolution.

The time needed to measure an angular distribution is mainly

determined by the intensity of the beam on the target. So it would be

wise to use a current as high as possible to collect as much

information as possible in the available time. Since currents of

polarized proton beams are at least two orders of magnitude less then

those of unpolarized beams, the question arises why to use a polarized

beam. The choice between unpolarized and polarized protons is a choice

between experimental results. With polarized protons we get in return

for lower currents a second observable: the analysing power. If only

cross sections are considered it is true that unpolarized beams give

more quickly and often even more reliable results. In the past,

however, it has been shown that a cross section gives only the gross

features of a nuclear level (81Van). With polarized beams structure

effects will be seen better and be detected sooner. Occasionally even

stronger statements have been put forward. Hanna expressed as his

opinion that all scattering experiments should be performed with a

polarized beam (81Han). In fact this statement is worthwhile to be

taken seriously.



In the next chapter the theoretical ingredients are presented.

Several models used are discussed briefly. Also a little piece of

reaction theory wil appear with the DWBA and the coupled-channels

formalism. In the third chapter we will give a survey of the

experimental tools to perform polarization experiments and the special

problems involved. The procedure of transposing the experimental data

into cross sections and analysing powers and a discussion on

improvement in experimental resolution will be presented there. In

chapter 4 the results of our experiments will be given. Schematic

structure calculations with IBA-2 is the subject of chapter 5. Finally

in chapter 6 we shall summarize our final conclusions.



Chapter 2 Theoretical approach

"Two seemingly incompatible conceptions

can each represent an aspect of truth...

They may serve in turn to represent the

facts without ever entering in direct

conflict-"

Louis de Broglie.

2. Introduction

In the previous chapter we have discussed the need for models. In

this chapter we shall give a short description of two models for

nuclear structure. In fact nuclear structure models are manifold but

we shall limit our discussions to the geometrical model of Bohr and

Mottelson, its extension by Davydov and Filippov, and to the

Interacting Boson Approximation (IBA model) of Arima and Iachello.

First, however, we shall present an abstract of reaction theory, which

we need to connect the experimental results of proton scattering with

the nuclear models.

2.1. The reaction aodel

2.1.1 Cross section and analysing power

Before we present the formalism of scattering theory we will

introduce in this section two important quantities which are the

observables in our measurements: the differential cross section and

the analysing power. Since we are dealing with polarization phenomena

it is necessary that we introduce a frame of reference in our

reactions. In this thesis we shall employ the Madison convention

(7lMad), that defines the scattering plane as the x-z plane and the y-

axis perpendicular on the scattering plane (see figure 2.1).
do

The first quantity is the differential cross section -rr, which

is defined as the number of particles emitted per steradian in the

direction 9 normalized to unit incident particle flux (unit is
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b/sr = 10~ 2 8 m 2/sr). It is a quantitative measure of the probability

that a given nuclear reaction will take place. The differential cross

section is the average of the differential cross sections for each of

t h e two spin directions of the incident proton:

da da da

where "+" indicates spin-up (in the positive y direction) and "-" the

spin-down direction.

The second quantity is the analysing power A, also called

asymmetry. It is defined as the relative difference between the cross

sections for the two spin directions in the reaction plane:

da do_ da
A = I TOT ' str] ' ia (2-2)

The above expressions refer to the differential cross sections for

proton beams polarized for 100% in one spin direction. In practice we

always have an admixture of the opposite spin directions in the beam

and we have to correct the numbers found experimentally with the

degree of polarization P of the beam. Having a beam of particles with

spin I and a probability w(M) of finding the spin projection M

(-I<M<I) in this beam then the (vector) polarization P of such an

assembly is defined as tue average value of M/X:

P = <M/I> - I/I I M w(M) (2.3a)

with I w(M) = 1.

In the special case of protons (I*è) expression (2.3a) becomes:

(2.3b)

With this definition of the polarization P the experimental analysing

power becomes (tacitly assuming that the degree of polarization is the

same in both spin directions):

1 I+(6) - I (9)

exP ITT I+<e) + I.(e)



where I (9), I (Ö) are the normalized number of particles detected

for, respectively, spin-up and spin-down directions of the beam.

•*• in out
e = - • • •

y llT y 1 I

Figure 2.1 The Madison convention, with:

k momentum of the incident particles,
in

it momentum of the scattered particles.
out

2.1.2 Scattering theory

The process of scattering of a proton by a nucleus can be

described by solving the Schrödinger equation:

(H - E) f = 0
tot

The Hamiltonian Htofc consists of three parts:

(2.5)

tot

with: r

+ T(?) +

the distance between nucleus and projectile

the internal coordina'es of the nucleus

(2.6)

H (?) the Hamiltonian of the target nucleus

T(r) the kinetic energy operator of the projectile

V(r,?) the interaction potential between projectile and target

nucleus.

The Hamiltonian H has a set of orthonormal eigenfunctions ^:

(2.7)
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We can expand Y into these eigenf unctions (* = £ x .(r) <(>.(£)) t o

j J 3
obtain a set of coupled equations in the scattering functions x:

(T(r) + <jjV|j> e -E) Xj(?) = L <j|V|i> xt(r") (2.8)
i*j

Solving these equations for the functions x-(r) will give a complete

picture of the scattering process. A prerequisite is, however, the

knowledge of all matrix elements <j V i>. Thes» matrix elements can be

calculated within a specific model. Still, we have to make a

truncation in the infinite set of equations. If elastic scattering is

the dominant process, we can treat all other processes as

perturbations. The loss of intensity out of the elastic channel can

now be accounted for by an imaginary term in the interaction

potential. In the next section we shall introduce the optical model

which interprets the elastic scattering in a phenomenological way.

In constructing equation (2.8) we have tacitly neglected the

antisymmetrization between projectile and target- When using the

nuclear shell model it can be treated explicitly. The phenomenological

collective models used in the analysis of our results account for it

effectively by adjusting various strength parameters.

2.1.3 The optical model for elastic scattering

The dominant process in the reactions of low-energy protons with

nuclei is the elastic scattering. It generally is described by a

phenomenological potential, the optical-model potential. This model is

one of the simplest and most successful of the reaction models. The

optical potential has the following widely used functional form:

U(r)

-i Wv f(r,ri,ai) -i Wg i i

- [— f V ~^-f(i,t ,a ) o.l (2.9a)
Lm cJ so r dr so so

where f(r,rj,aj) = ( 1 + exp(x) r
l, x»(r-r.A1/3)/a., (2.9b)



(3 - L— ) £Or r < R
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(2.9c)

(2.9d)

This potential contains 10 unknown parameters which can be fitted to

elastic scattering data. The imaginary part of the optical model

potential accounts for the reduction in intensity in the elastic

channel through other processes, such as inelastic scattering and

nucleon transfer. We have to keep this in mind, if we take into

account some of these processes explicitly. The last term in equation

(2.9a) represents the full Thomas form of the spin-orbit potential

(68She, 72Ray) and is the factor responsible for polarization

phenomena by creating a different potential for different spin

orientations of the incident proton. The potential V in equation

(2.9d) is the Coulomb potential of a uniformly charged sphere with

radius R = r A . The usual values of the reduced charge radius r

range from 1.1 to 1.25 fm.

2.1.4 Distorted Wave Born Approximation (DWBA)

When the elastic scattering is the predominant part in the

scattering process then all other contributions can be treated as

first-order perturbations. This means that the elastically scattered

waves are not affected by rescattering into the elastic channel, i.e.

the coupling matrix elements <j|vjo> are sufficiently small. This

gives:

(T(?) + U,(?) - EQ) XQ = 0 (2.10a)

(T(r) + IJk(r") - Efc) Xfc = "<k|v|0> XO (2.10b)

This approximation is known in the literature as the Distorted Wave

Born Approximation (DWBA). The uncoupling of elastic and inelastic

channels allows us an explicit formulation of the relevant transition

matrix T. . (64Sat).

Such a DWBA analysis is clearly insufficient in two cases:
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- the coupling between the ground state and the excited state is so

strong that the elastic scattering is influenced.

- the excitation from the ground state to the excited state is

forbidden in first order.

In both cases we have to introduce the couplings between states

explicitly and to use a coupled-channels formalism, i.e. to solve

equations (2.8) in a truncated model space.

2.2. The collective «odel

The collective model finds its origin in a paper by N. Bohr

(36Boh) whose ideas have been developed in several ways. The approach

by A. Bohr and B. Mottelson, written down in two papers in 1952/1953,

is the one we shall use (52Boh, 53Boh, 75Boh). In this model one looks

at the nucleus as a collective entity, and its features can be

extracted from the collective movements of the nucleons. This is in

contrast to the shell model where one starts from the movements of the

individual particles. The collective movements can be either of

vibrational or of rotational nature. As the nuclei studied in this

thesis are predominantly of vibrational character we describe first

the harmonic vibrator model in more detail. Next we shall pay some

attention to the rotator model and finally we shall discuss some

elements of the extensions of both models. The incorporation of all

these elements in the transition potentials will be discussed

thereafter. The discussion about how we can compare the parameters of

the collective model (deformation parameters) for different types of

scattering experiments finishes this section 2.2.

2.2.1 Harmonic vibrator model

The concept of a nuclear surface is the basis of the harmonic

vibrator model. This surface is defined by:

Q I I X|j A ( J ] o ,*) (2.11)
where:

R. is the radius of the spherical nucleus

a. (t) are the coefficients of expansion in Y. . They represent small

dynamical deviations from the spherical shape.
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For the function R(8,<(>) to be real, one has to require:

a, = a* (2.12)
Ay Ay

We can now construct a Hamiltonian of the form:

H = T(a) + V(a), (2.13a)

with T the kinetic energy operator, and

V the potential energy operator.

In the harmonic approach this can be written as:

« - I iH K J 2 + i c x K y i ' <2-13b>
Xy

which represents a set of harmonic oscillators with frequency:

"X = ''('W (2-14)

Through second quantization in the usual way the Hamiltonian takes the

form:

H = uu, fy ct c, + •2X9
+ l)

"A ^ A "A

with c, and c, the boson creation and annihilation operators of one
A

2 -pole quantum (or phonon) and involving an energy of fio) . It is now
A

easy to see that the energy spectrum will look like:

E = n fia) , 11=0,1,2,3,... (2.15)
tC A

In this context we also mention the deformation parameter (3 ,
A

which we shall use frequently. This is just the root mean square

deformation in the ground state due to zero-point oscillations:

h = < I K u l 2 > = (2x + 1} ( t i w x / 2 c x ) (2#16)

The harmonic approach is valid only in the case of small

deformations. Whenever the deformations become large, terms of order

higher than two in the Hamiltonian have to be taken into account. In
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the "Frankfurter model" of Greiner and co-workers (80Hes, 72Eis) this

has been worked out for terms up to the sixth order. In the same line

and with special attention to the incorporation towards scattering

processes is the work of Thijssen (81Thij). However, we shall only use

the pure harmonic approach.

2.2.2 Symnetric rotator model

In the case we have a static deformation, the a, in equation

(2.11) get a different meaning. When we consider only quadrupole

deformations and transform equation (2.11) from the laboratory system

into a system of principal axes, the five collective coordinates a„

are transformed into a set consisting of the three (time-dependent)

Euler angles 9.(1 = 1,2,3), which give the orientation of the nucleus

relative to the laboratory system and the (static) quadrupole

aformations a_ ai

and y are used:

deformations a_ and a . Instead of a and a alternative coordinates

a = g cos y (2.17)

a2 = /| B sin y (2.18)

In figure 2.2 these relationships are illustrated. Contrary to the B,

from equation (2.16), which defines a dynamic deformation, the S from

equations (2.17) and (2.18) is a static deformation, measuring the

deviation from spherical shape. The angle y gives the deviation from

axial symmetry: Y =0° is a prolate deformed shape and Y ^ O " is an

oblate deformed shape. For 0 O<Y<60° there is no axis of symmetry and

we have then a so-called tri-axial shape with maximal asymmetry at

7=30°.

Using the above coordinate transformation with the definitions of

(2.17) and (2.18) the Hamiltonian of (2.13) becomes:

i I LK2 ( 2 > l 9 )

k=l lk

with: LK the components of the angular momentum along the principal

axis,
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T. the effective moments of inertia with respect to the

principal axis.

Only the last term of (2.19) gives rise to the rotational motion. The

preceeding terms in the Hamiltonian (2.19) are vibrationa^., giving the

so-called 8 and y vibrations.

The energy spectrum for a symmetric rigid rotor (T.= T = T Q i.e.

two moments of inertia are equal) is given by:

E = h2 I(I+1> - K 2 + Ü f ! (2.20)
2 T() 2 T 3

with: I the total angular momentum

K the projection of I along the symmetry axis.

The wave functions |IMK> can only exist when the following rules are

met:

- for K = 0: I is even (J-0,2,4,6,...: ground state band)

- for K > 0: I is equal to any possible value of K, K+l, K+2, ...

B-X plane

\Y prolate axis (cigars)

spherical point

Figure 2 .2 The f$-Y plane.
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2.2.3 Asyaaetric rotator model

In the previous paragraphs we discussed the harmonic vibrator

model and the axially symmetric rotator. Since the models are very

simple, several extensions have been proposed and worked out. The

developments followed two main lines:

- the extension of Davydov and Filippov and co-workers, who introduced

tri-axial deformation (58Dav, 59Dav);

- the extension of Faessler and Greiner and co-workers, who introduced

rotation-vibration interaction (65Fae, 72Eis).

In this paragraph we shall discuss the first extension: the asymmetric

rotator-

Davydov and Filippov started their model with the assumption that

nuclei have no specific symmetry i.e. the three moments of inertia T

are different:

3 M2

»m '& TT,

Note that here no vibrational degrees of freedom are used, and this

must lead to definite values of a and a (or equivalent B and y).

This Hamiltonian can be written as that of the symmetric rotator

plus a remainder term. So the solutions of the symmetric rotator |IMK>

are used to solve the Schr'ddinger equation. The most general solution

then has the form:

|lMi> = I A^(Y) |IMK>, K = 0,2,4,....I, (2.22)

where the band mixing coefficients A^ depend on the asymmetry y. The

index i indicates that in general several states with spin I may

occur. The energy spectrum is also a function of y and is displayed in

figure 2.3 for states up to 1-5. In table 2.1 some relevant A^. values

are given for 2+ and 4+ states. Since the excitation energies and the

probabilities for electromagnetic transitions between states are the

same for Y»Yi and 7*60°-Yi, we present the values of various

quantities only in the interval 0° and 30°.

A simple relation holds for the 2 + states, so that from the

ratio E(2J)/E(2+) the y parameter can be deduced. For nuclei with a
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Table 2.1a Some relevant coefficients L . as a function of y-

y

25.0

25.5

26.0

26.5

27.0

27.5

28.0

28.5

29.0

29.5

30.0

4
-0.9740

-0.9687

-0.9625

-0.9552

-0.9467

-0.9368

-0.9255

-0.9128

-0.8985

-0.8829

-0.8660

4
-0.2267

-0.2482

-0.2712

-0.2959

-0.3221

-0.3498

-0.3786

-0.4085

-0.4389

-0.4695

-0.5000

4
0.2267

0.2482

0.2712

0.2959

0.3221

0.3498

0.3786

0.4085

0.4389

0.4695

0.5000

4
-0.9740

-0.9687

-0.9625

-0.9552

-0.9467

-0.9368

-0.9255

-0.9128

-0.8985

-0.8829

-0.8660

4
0.8516

0.8395

0.8275

0.8156

0.8039

0.7924

0.7813

0.7704

0.7599

0.7496

0.7395

4
0.5224

0.5412

0.5589

0.5755

0.5909

0.6052

0.6184

0.6307

0.6419

0.6521

0,6614

0.0428

0.0484

0.0544

0.0610

0.0682

0.0759

0.0843

0.0934

0.1031

0.1137

0.1250

Y

25.0

25.5

26.0

26.5

27.0

27.5

28.0

28.5

29.0

29.5

30.0

4
A02

-0.5232

-0.5420

-0.5594

-0.5753

-0.5895

-0.6013

-0.6097

-0.6128

-O.6O7V

-0.5904

-0.5590

4
0.8425

0.8277

0.8120

0.7950

0.7761

0.7541

0.7272

0.6922

0.6449

0.5809

0.5000

4
A42

0.1285

0.1457

0.1666

0.1921

0.2239

0.2641

0.3154

0.3812

0.4635

0.5604

0.6614

4
A03

-0.0310

-0.0388

-0.0489

-0.0620

-0.0794

-0.1026

-0.1338

-0.1758

-0.2310

-0.2994

-0.3750

4
A23

0.1318

0.1486

0.1683

0.1918

0.2202

0.2549

0.2978

0.3509

0.4149

0.4871

0.5590

4
A43

-0.9908

-0.9881

-0.9845

-0.9795

-0.9722

-0.9615

-0.9452

-0.9198

-0.8801

-0.8204

-0.7395
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Table 2.1b Some reduced electric quadrupole transition probabilities

b(E2), expressed li

of y (in degrees).

b(E2), expressed in e 2 Q̂ /16ir units for relevant values

Y

25.0

25.5

26.0

26.5

27.0

27.5

28.0

28.5

29.0

29.5

30.0

E /E
2 2 i-i

2.4078

2.3302

2.2610

2.2000

2.1472

2.1023

2.0656

2.0369

2.0164

2.0041

2.0000

b(E2,21-K))

0.9575

0.9627

0.9683

0.9740

0.9796

0.9850

0.9900

0.9941

0.9973

0.9993

1.0000

b(E2,22-K))

0.0425

0.0373

0.0317

0.0260

0.0204

0.0150

0.0100

0.0059

0.0027

0.0007

0.0000

b(E2,22+21)

0.8678

0.9406

1.0156

1.0912

1.1654

1.2358

1.2994

1.3531

1.3941

1.4198

1.4286

b(E2,22-»21)

b(E2,22+O)

20.4197

25.2368

31.9990

41.8962

57.1867

82.5961

129.4348

230.7069

520.1590

2083.3770
00

0

7
Figure 2.3 The energies of the states with I<5 in the asymmetric

rotator model as function of the asymmetry parameter y.
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symmetry axis y will be zero and the maximum asymmetry will be

obtained for y = 30°. This last value seems to be preferential for

vibrational nuclei.

2.2.A Transition densities in the collective model

In the previous paragraphs on the general reaction theory we have

shown the need for transition potentials in order to induce

transitions between levels. The optical potential has been introduced

to describe the elastic scattering. This optical potential is

connected to the mass distribution. If the mass distribution is known

then an optical potential can be deduced following the folding

principle (see Greenlees et al. (68Gre) for the reformulated optical

model). In a siraular way we now can derive the transition potentials

from the daformed mass distribution. When we use equation (2.9) and

replace R . (= r .A ) by the expression of R of equation (2.11) we

have a deformed optical potential. In order to have more suitable

expressions this formula is expanded into a Taylor series of

multipoles. We shall follow the lines set out by Tamura for the

complete expansion up to the second order (65Tam). The final result

becomes:

U(r-R) = U(r-RQ) - ÓR (d/dr) U(r-RQ) + I(5R)
2 (d2/dr2) U(r-RQ), (2.23)

with OR as defined in (2.11). Essentially this expression has the form

of:

V = V .. , + V ,, (2.24)
diagonal coupling

V,. , is the normal optical potential while V ,. is the
diagonal coupling

interaction potential up to second order. All terms of third order and

higher will be neglected. The first-order term is a term which

represents an excitation of one phonon at each interaction. So a two-

phonon state can be excited by the working of the first-order term in

two steps or in one step by the second-order term.

The reduced matrix element of the first-order term for the
2

excitation of one 2 -pole phonon in an even-even nucleus (1=0)

becomes:
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- ground state •«-*• one-quadrupole-phonon state:

<0; Oil Q ^ H l ; 2> = B 0 2 (2.25)

- one-quadrupole-phonon state +•>• two-quadrupole-phonon state (with

spin I ) :

(1) *
<1; 211 Qv

7 H2; I> = 6. [2(21 + 1)/5J2 (2.26)

The second-order reduced matrix element for exciting two 2 -pole

phonons in an even-even nucleus from the ground state:

(2) 2 A

<0; OH Q \ 112; I> = B' 0 I 6IA(2200|I0)/(2,r)2 (2.27)

In the harmonic vibrator model there is no difference between

these B's and we put B- = Bn~ = (LT = P«T "

In practice a pure two-phonon state will only seldom exist. The

simple fact that the levels of the two-phonon multiplet do not

coincide, already points to a residual interaction or an

anharmonicity. The pure states will be mixed with neighbouring one-

phonon states. So the so-called two-phonon multiplets will have wave

functions which are a mixture. In the harmonic vibrator model such

mixed stages cannot exist. The wave function of a mixed state will

look like:

l2-phonon'> = sin a J2-phonon> + cos a jl-phonon> (2.28a)

|l-phonon'> = cos a |2-phonon> - sin a l-phonon> (2.28b)

A construction of the wave functions in this way will insure that

orthogonality is maintained.
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2«2.5 Deformation paraaeters froa different kinds of transitions

After analysis of the experimental data with the collective model

the deformation parameters will be a resultant of this analysis. When

one wants to compare these with those found in the literature, one has

to keep in mind the way in which the information has been gained, that

is to say what reaction mechanism is responsible for the transitions.

This means that we have to be careful with scattering data since the

interaction strength between like nucleons (p-p and n-n) and between

unequal nucleons differs approximately by a factor of 3. Madsen, Brown

and Anderson (75Madl, 75Mad2) have shown the existence of essential

differences in the deformation parameter 0 for different kinds of

transitions i.e. between those of (p,p') and electromagnetic

transitions. When the transition potential V is split up in an

isoscalar V Q and an isovector part V^: V = VQ + TV J (T is +1 for

protons, -1 for neutrons, 0 for deuterons and alpha particles) then

these differences can indeed be related to the difference in

deformation in both parts. So one has to make a comparison of

parameters which result from the same reaction or of some other

quantities which incorporate the above-mentioned differences in

interaction strength.

On the basis of the same considerations Madsen, Brown and

Anderson concluded that for closed-shell nuclei the quadrupole

deformations for electromagnetic transitions (0 ) , for proton (0 ,)

em pp

and neutron scattering (0 ,) should fulfill the following

relationships:

0 > 0 t > S f for closed-neutron-shell nuclei, (2.29a)

0 < 0 , < 6 , for closed-proton-shell nuclei. (2.29b)
em nn' pp1 v v '

In the case of open-shell nuclei the differences should be small and

the ratio of 0 ,/0 in the neighbourhood of one. Matoba (79Ma28)

made a similar analysis based on more recent data and confirmed these

results.

In the previous paragraph we assumed the availability of 0

values. The results of high quality electron scattering experiments,

gamma decay and Coulomb excitation are usually expressed in the form

of reduced transition probabilities B(EA) instead of deformation
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parameters. Nevertheless It is possible to deduce some 0 values when

we assume the charge density to have a particular form. In the

collective model B(EA) can be derived using the following expression

(75Boh, equation 6-65):

B(EX, 0+A) = (0.75 TT eZ R*f P^)
2 (2.28)

where 6 is the deformation parameter, and
A

R , is an "effective transition radius".

According to Owen and Satchler (64Owe) R - can be calculated with a

realistic Woods-Saxon distribution f C ^ r ^ a » ) (2.9b) for the charge

density:

Ref

-,1/x

L ƒ f r2 dr
(2.29)

So if we know the B(EX) value and the parameters r_ and a , we are

able to compute the value of (5 . For lack of accurate measurements ofr em

the charge density we use the geometry of the real part (r , a ) of

the optical potential.

If one confines oneself to the same type of reactions a direct

comparison of the deformation parameters or a test of the above-

mentioned relations is very well possible and this has been done

frequently. We know, however, from optical-model analysis that there

exist some correlations in the optical model parameters, resulting in

different optical potentials giving the same elastic scattering. This

will also be reflected in the interaction potential deduced from it.

So one also uses a different quantity for comparison: the so-called

deformation length $,R. It is present in the interaction potential as
A

strength and in general it is less dependent on the correlations

between the optical-model parameters. With this quantity also

comparisons between different types of scattering experiments have

been made. The relations of Madsen, Brown and Anderson should also

hold for the deformation length.

In an attempt to obtain more fundamental quantities from

scattering experiments Mackintosh (76Mac) proposed to compute the

multipole moments q. . of the transition potential (deformed optical

potential). Such a quantity appears to be rather constant and it is
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very useful since it can be measured for the proton component in a way

which is largely independent of reaction models. So it provides a

means for direct comparison between results of scattering and

electromagnetic processes. A difference between those should indicate

either a failure of the folding model (e.g. a strong energy dependence

not accounted for) or a difference between the neutron and the proton

multipole moment (i.e. different deformation for the neutrons and

protons in the nucleus). In extracting the multipole moments a theorem

of Satchler (72Sat) has been used, which states that the normalised

multipole moment of the nucleus equals the normalized multipole moment

of the folded potential. The multipole moments considered only have

reference to the real field (optical potential), since for this part

the folding model is more likely to be realistic than for the

imaginary component. Mackintosh expressed the expectation that the

multipole moments furnish a better means of quoting deformations, than

do deformation lengths and deformation parameters, since they should

be less dependent on the specific set of optical-model parameters. In

this study we shall use the prescription of Petit (85Pet) for the

computation of the multipole moments (1-.Q = M(A) in 85Pet). Up till

now it is not yet common practice to publish these moments, so we will

try to calculate them from the given data whenever possible.

One final remark should be made here: the accuracy of the

calculated nuclear density moments strongly depends on the accuracy of

the radius parameter r . This means that the accuracy of the other

parameters, especially that of the deformation parameter, is somewhat

obscured in the final result. To a lesser extent this remark also

holds for the deformation lengths.
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2.3. The Interacting Boson Approximation (IBA)

In the seventies a model of collective states in nuclei has been

developed by Arima and Iachello (76Ari, 78Aril, 78Ari2, 78Sch). In

this model, one assumes that the observed properties of low-lying

collective states arise from the interplay of two effects:

- the strong pairing interaction between identical particles (proton-

proton and neutron-neutron),

- the strong quadrupole interaction between non-identical particles

(proton-neutron).

The strong pairing interaction suggests that it may be appropriate to

consider correlated pairs of nucleons as the building blocks of

collective excitations in nuclei and to treat these as bosons. In the

IBA only pairs with angular momentum L=0 (s-boson) and L=2 (d-boson)

are used. This crude approximation already provides in most cases a

reasonable description of the collective states. One could, however,

Improve this approximation by including other pairs (g-bosons . • • ) ,

which has been used in several reports, see for instance (83Hey).

The most salient feature of the IBA-model is the finite number of

bosons. This contrasts with the collective model where the number of

phonons is not limited and can become infinite. In the determination

of this boson number we rely on the nuclear shell model. Assuming that

low-lying excited states result from excitations of valence nucleons,

it is quite natural to take for this boson number half the number of

valence nucleons (or holes).

There are two version of the IBA. In the simplest one (IBA-1) one

does not distinguish between neutrons and protons whereas this

difference is taken into account in IBA-2 explicitly. In the next

section we will give a brief discussion of both versions. Though IBA-1

is perhaps too simple for use in the analysis of (p,p') experiments

(V $ V ) we nevertheless will discuss it because of its simplicity
PP pn'

and elegance, its application in the Ge isotopes (84Bau) and its basis

for IBA-2. Its elegance shows up in the possibility to obtain in some

limits analytical solutions by group theoretical methods. These

limits, moreover, correspond to physically relevant situations.
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2.3.1 The IBA Haniltonlan

The general Hamiltonian in IBA-1 can be written with 6 parameters

(we omit the binding energy part):

H = e nd + aQ(P
+.P) + a^L.L) + a^g.g) + a ^ . T ^ ) + a ^ . T ^ )

(2.30)

with:

nd = (d
+.d), P = è (d.d) - É (s.s),

[d+x s + s+
X d ]

( 2 ) - i/7[d+x

d+ dT3 = [d
+x d](3>, T4= [dx

where creation (s ,d ) and annihilation (s, d) operators for s and d

bosons have been introduced.

This form has been very useful in phenomenological analyses,

where it appears that only a few terms are sufficient for an accurate

description of the spectrum. Through group theoretical methods we can

now identify 3 limits, which have an analytical solution. The group

structure of the Hamiltonian is U(6). The three group chains can be

identified if one takes into mind that the rotation group 0(3) always

has to be part of each of the chains.

U(6)

|— U(5)D 0(5)3 0(3)3 0(2) I SU(5) limit

- U(3)3 0(3)3 0(2) II SU(3) limit

-0(6)3 0(5)3 0(3)3 0(2) H I 0(6) limit

In each of these cases some parameters of the Hamiltonian become zero

and the spectrum can be described with only a few parameters:

I
II

III

SU(5)

SU(3)

0(6)

limit:

limit:

limit:

ao
ao
a2

' a 2

= a3
= a4

= 0

= a4
= e =

=

0

These limiting cases can be compared with the collective model of

Bohr and Mottelson. We can identify SU(5) as the anharmonic vibrator,
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SU(3) as the axially symmetric rotator and 0(6) as the y-unstable

rotator. It is, however, not necessary to stick to these limits. This

is one of the nicest features of the IBA: we are able to study complex

transition regions in a rather simple concept. Examples of such

transition studies are the work of Scholten et al. (78Sch) in the case

of the transition from SU(5) + SU(3) and the work of Stachel et al.

(82Sta), where a transition from SU(5) + 0(6) has been found in the Ru

nuclei. All calculations in the IBA—1 can be performed by one

programme called PHINT designed and written by Scholten (80Sch2,

SOSchl).

As said before, there is a considerable difference between the

proton-proton and the proton-neutron interaction; the latter being

stronger by about a factor of 2.5 (79Von). This means that in our

experiment we have a preference for neutron excitations. This leads to

the need of performing structure calculations within the IBA-2

context. The Hamiltonian in IBA-2 is:

H = H + H + V , (2.31)
TT v trv

where ir denotes the protons and v the neutrons. H and H are simple

boson Hamiltonians as in IBA-1, while V expresses the strong proton-

neutron quadrupole force. Mostly V is written as:

V*V " K V<*v + FK M (2'32)

where Q and Q are generalized quadrupole operators as defined in

(2.30). The factor j/7 has been replaced by an additional parameter

X , respectively y . M represents a Majorana exchange force affecting
TT v

only states, which are not fully symmetric to the exchange of neutron

and proton bosons.

Now the Hamiltonians H and H can be taken in the Sl)(5) limit.

The only parameters that vary significantly within a major shell are

X and y , reflecting the particle or hole character of the bosons
Tt v

(780ts). Also for IBA-2 calculations there is a programme called

NPBOS, which has been designed and written by Otsuka (79Ots).
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2.3.2 Interaction potential in the IBA

In order Co apply the IBA model in connection with coupled-

channels calculations, it is necessary to specify the transition

operators between the various excited states* In a general form we

find for the transition density (84Bau):

monopole transitions:

quadrupole transitions:

hexadecapole transitions:

bQ(r)

+ B^b.,(r)

(2.32a)

(2.32b)

(2.32c)

with:

<f I, (dV0)l

The reduced matrix elements A , and B can be calculated using the

IBA programmes with suitable Hamiltonians. The coupling factors a (r)

and b . ( r ) cannot be derived from IBA principles. In fact, they
Li

represent something like a boson density in the nucleus, which has not

been defined in IBA. Several authors report on this matter: Demarteau

and van Hall (82Dem), Cereda et al. (82CeO4), and Morrison and

collaborators (80Morl, 80Mor2, 84Amo, 84Bau), with arguments based on

analogy to the geometrical collective model, which as stated above,

contains the limits of IBA-1. Their conclusions are essentially the

same. Only in the case of b„(r) they give different results and this

is mainly caused by scarceness of data. We shall follow the formulas

of Bauhoff and Morrison (84Bau), which are:

(2.33)

b,<r) /(1/5) k R2

2.11
(2.34)



b (r) = /(1/9) k R2 ± 4 (2.35)

For the b (r) we mention the two possibilities used by Bauhoff and

Morrison:

2
bQ(r) = kQ22 i R

2 1-| (2.36a)

dr

or (the breathing-mode form factor):

V r ) = k022 {3 U(r) + r 37} (2-36b)

This leaves us with four free parameters k-̂ o» k202' ^222' an<1 ̂ 422'

which are determined by fitting the experimental data. The parameters

k are constants for a range of nuclei having the same structure. A

cnange in structure will also give a change in the value of the

parameters k. For the germanium isotopes Bauhoff and Morrison have

worked this out and the resulting values of the k's are presented in

table 2 of their paper (8ABau).
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Chapter 3 Experimental setup and analysis of the experimental data

"There is no higher or lower

knowledge, but one only, flowing

out of experimentation."

Leonardo da Vinci.

3. Introduction

In this chapter we shall give a description of the requisites to

carry out pclarized-beam experiments: from the production of the

polarized proton beam to the electronic data acquisition. Detailed

information has been presented already in the theses of Meissen

(78Mel), Polane (81Pol) and Wassenaar (82Was). Since the time they

performed their experiments, several items have been changed or

improved. For the sake of completeness we shall present in this

chapter a survey of all components in the polarized-proton scattering

facility at the cyclotron laboratory of the Eindhoven University of

Technology (EUT). In case not all details are given, more information

can be found In the theses mentioned above. In the next sections we

shall discuss the following items:

1. production of the polarized-proton beam

2. scattering chamber and detection

3. monitoring

4. data acquisition

5. experimental procedure

6. data handling and data analysis

7. experimental cross sections and analysing powers

8. resolution.
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3.1. Production of tbe polarlzed-proton beam

For the production of the polarized-proton beam we used an ion

source of the atomic-beam type. The theoretical background. and the

description of such a source can be found in several papers as for

instance Haeberli (67Hae), Donally (71Don), Glavish (71Gla) and Clegg

(76Cle). A comprehensive review of the various techniques can be found

in a paper by Clausnitzer (74Cla).

The polarized-ion source at the cyclotron of the EUT has been

developed and constructed by Van der Heide (72Van). Originally it

produced on the average 3 ph of 80% polarized protons just behind the

Wien filter. In the fall of 1981 a new ionizer (ANAC) together with a

cryogenic pump was installed. The improved vacuum conditions in the

ionizer (pressure a factor of 10 lower: now on the average 2.10-'

torr) raised the degree of polarization of the beam to about 90%. The

ionizer itself was responsible for the higher current of 15 pA on the

average. The "figure-of-merit" p^I increased by a factor of 6. The

switching between the two transversal directions of the proton spin is

performed by reversing the magnetic and electric fields in the Wien

filter.

Since the cyclotron of the EUT has no facility for axial

injection, a different method had to be used for the injection of the

polarized protons. Beurtey and Durant (67Beu) developed a radial

injection device for the identical Saclay cyclotron. Here the ions are

guided through the magnetic field, compensating the Lorentz force by

an electric field which is produced by appropriately shaped

electrodes. The injection system for the polarized beam at the

cyclotron of the EUT is an exact copy of the Saclay system.

The injection system, however, is not easy to handle. First of

all the electrodes are carrying a high voltage (between opposite

electrodes 20 kV). So the vacuum conditions inside the cyclotron have

to be very good (better then 10- 6 torr). This was realized by using "a

cold finger" in the cylotron. A second difficulty is that the space

between two major injection electrodes is only 8 mm. The accelerated

beam has to pass through this gap every revolution, in total about 300

times. So the beam will be cut off if it is not very stable in the

vertical direction. The solution of this problem was to excite the

innermost pair of internal correction coils asymmetrically. Together
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with the duty factor and acceptance of the cyclotron for the ion

source this resulted in an extracted polarized beam with currents of

100-150 nA.

The extracted beam can now be guided to the scattering chamber.

The beam transport is designed to work in either of two modes: doubly

achromatic or dispersive (70Hag). We used the last one in view of the

improvement of the energy resolution (see section 3.8.1).

3.2. Scattering chamber and detection

After the beam has arrived at the experimental area 40 m further

downstream the line, it enters the scattering chamber. This chamber

has an internal diameter of 560 mm and a height of 90 mm. It contains

the targets and the deractors (see figure 3.1).

DETECTORS

DETECTOR

FARADAY CUP \NO* ^ N . D E G R A D E R
\ \ \ FOIL

DETECTOR
OUT-OF-PLANE

DETECTORS

POLARIZATION MONITOR
DETECTORS

I
SCATTERING CHAMBER

Figure 3.1 Schematic view of the scattering chamber and the

polarization monitor (horizontal cross section).
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3.2.1 Targets

The targets are placed in the centre of the chamber on a

rotatable disk, which can accommodate eight targets. Always one

position is reserved for a diaphragm of 3 mm diameter to be used for

beam positioning (see section 3.3.3). A second position is occupied

permanently by a mylar foil [(C. _H„0,) ] for calibration purposes. The

(;arget holder is controlled electrically, so facilitating a quick

interchange of various targets.

Table 3.1 Isotopic composition in % of the Ge targets as

specified by the manufacturer.

Target 70

/DGe 84.62

72Ge 0.75

7kGe 1.71

76Ge 7.69

72

5.54

97.85

2.21

6.65

1

0

0

1

73

.47

.41

.90

.69

74

6.36

0.80

94.48

10.08

2

0

0

73

76

.01

.19

.70

.89

Table 3.2 Isotopic composition in % of the Se targets as

specified by the manufacturer.

Target

76 S e

78Se

80 S e

74

0.23

0.06

0.04

76

84.14

0.63

0.38

77

2.99

0.69

0.28

78

4.32

91.74

0.93

80

7.07

6.35

97.46

82

1.25

0.53

0.91
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For the measurements we used several targets with isotopically

enriched material. All targets, for the experiments described in this

thesis, have been produced by AERË (Harwell). Self-supporting targets

of germani' _ and selenium were not available. So these .argets were

made by evaporating enriched material on a carbon foil (thickness 25

ug/cm2). The average thickness was about 200 jjg/cm2. The isotopic

compositions of all targets used are listed in tables 3.1-3.2.

Selenium is a difficult target material. Several authors report

on rapid deterioration and sublimation of selenium targets. Self-

supporting selenium targets can ultimately withstand 10 nA of 50 MeV

protons (79Ma28). So in most cases one chooses to sandwich the

selenium between two layers of carbon. In previous experiments we also

tried targets made of selenium between a sandwich of carbon and

aluminium» The contribution of aluminium and carbon, however, was so

dominating in the spectra that the relevant selenium levels could

hardly be seen. Therefore selenium targets with a carbon backing were

used. Then the problem arises how much current these targets can

withstand without evaporating. To investigate this we made several

targets of natural selenium on a carbon backing at the KVI

(Groningen). By bombarding these targets with 22 MeV protons we could

deduce that the maximum current without deterioration is approximately

75 nA. For currents higher than 100 nA deterioration and evaporation

became noticeable. These values are consistent with the results of

Borsaru et al. (77Bol8) of 100 nA for a carbon sandwich type target.

For our experiments we decided to put a safe upper limit of 50 nA on

the current.

3.2.2 Detectors

The scattered protons are detected by semiconductor detectors.

These detectors are mounted in two detector blocks with four positions

each, so that in one run one can measure at eight angles

simultaneously. The first block is used mainly for the forward

direction (20°-90°) and the second one for backward angles (7O°-165°).

In order to keep the counting rate in the forward and the backward

detector block at the same level the solid angle of the backward

detectors is 4 tines the solid angle of the forward detectors.
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Table 3.3 Properties of the detectors.

type detector

active area

active thickness

current at 20° C

current at -8" C

a resolution

Si(Li)

(Enertec)

100 mm2

3000 urn

1-5 uA
0.2-0.5 iiA

20-35 keV

100

3000

1-2

18-21

surface-barrier

(Ortec)

mm2 100 mm 2

um 2000 um

uA 1-2 uA

keV 15-20 keV

In our first experiments we used surface-barrier silicon

detectors (Ortec) of a thickness of 2 mm or 3 mm. Since the proton

energy was 22 MeV the 2 mm detectors were not thick enough to stop

these protons. Therefore they were placed at 45° with respect to the

direction of scattering. These surface-barrier detectors gave a long

tail on the low energy side of the peaks in the spectra, due to

improper charge collection. So in 1982 we tried a new type 3 mm

silicon Li-drifted detectors (Enertec). These proved to be much better

and gave less tail contribution. The measurements since that time have

been done, as much as possible, with these detectors.

3.3. Monitoring

3.3.1 0ut-of-plane detectors

In the scattering chamber there is also a pair of monitoring

detectors. These detectors have been positioned at about 35° at both

sides of the reaction plane (out-of-plane detectors). They are used

for the relative normalization of the cross sections. The absolute

normalization is obtained from the fit of the optical model

parameters. Another purpose of the out-of-plane detectors is to

control the switching time for reversing the polarization direction.



3.3.2 Monitoring the bean polarization

After leaving the scattering chamber the beam enters a second,

smaller, scattering chamber: the polarization monitor. At the entrance

of this polarization monitor (diameter 20 cm) there are some aluminium

foils to degrade the energy. Next the beam hits a polyethylene foil in

the centre of the chamber. Scattered protons are detected in two

detectors at 52.5° in the horizontal plane on both sides of the beam

and in one out-of-plane detector. The purpose of this setup is to

measure continuously the polarization of the beam.

The analysing power of 12C is well known at several energies. In

the energy range of 10-30 MeV measurements have been performed by

Meyer et al. (76Mel8) and Gaillard et al. (76Gai, 79Gal3). It appears

that the analysing power of *2C around 55° is nearly constant in the

energy range of 12-18 MeV (67% + 1%). Therefore the beam energy was

degraded to 15.5 MeV by the aluminium foils mentioned earlier. By

measuring the asymmetry in the count rate for the spin-up and spin-

down directions we can deduce the degree of polarization of the beam.

The out-of-plane detector is used to correct for possible differences

of beam intensity during the measurements. So long-term variations in

beam polarization can be detected.

Consistency checks are made in two other ways. First we alt .ys

measure the carbon analysing power together with our other

measurements. These data are also analysed and compared with the

analysing power data of Gaillard (76Gai). A second check, is performed

in the optical model fits. In this search procedure the normalization

of the analysing power can be introduced as an additional parameter in

the fit. When the difference between this parameter and unity is

within the limits of the error calculated from the fit, we can be

reasonably sure that our data are reliable.

3.3.3 Beau dump and measurement of the beam current

At the end of the beam line we find the beam dump. It is located

3 m away from the scattering chamber. This beam stop consists of a

circular graphite disk with a diameter of 5 cm and a graphite ring

with an internal diameter of 5 cm and an outer diameter of 7 cm.
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It serves three purposes:

1. to dump the unscattered part of the beam;

2. to measure a fraction of the total beam current

3. to adjust the beam position.

The measurement of fractions of the beam current is performed on

three places:

- the current on the target

- the current on the beam pipe and walls of the scattering chambers

- the current in the beam dump.

The currents measured on the last two places are also used as

Input for a current integrator. This integrator gives a pulse for

every 10-8 Q collected charge. By counting these pulses in a sealer we

can derive the total integrated current after an experimental run and

this Is used as a check on the normalization by means of the out-of-

plane detectors.

For the positioning of the beam in the scattering chamber the

following procedure was used. First a beam stop at the entrance of

the scattering chamber was put into the beam. The current on this stop

was maximized. Next the diaphragm of 3 mm in the target holder was put

into the beam. We then minimized the beam current on the target frame

of the 3 mm hole and maximized simultaneously the current on the

central beam dump. The ratio of the current on the 3 mm diaphragm and

the current on the beam dump had to be at least 1:400, in order to

sufficiently reduce the background scattering from the target frames.

Using this procedure the divergence of the beam at the position of the

target is at most 8.6 mrad.

3.4. Data acquisition

Scattered particles are stopped in the silicon detectors. The

detectors give a charge signal from which we can deduce the energy of

the particle detected. Each detector is followed by an electronic

chain consisting of standard NIM electronics (see figure 3.2). Such a

chain is divided into two parts: the energy (£) and the timing (T)

part. The timing signal is used for triggering the data-acquisition

system and for a three-bit detector identification.

After amplification and shaping in pre-amplifier and main

amplifier the energy signal is gated through a linear gate stretcher.
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All outputs of the gate stretchers are mixed together and the mixed

signal is sent to the ADC. The conversion and the storage of the

events in the external 38k MOS memory is controlled by the data-

acquisition system (see figure 3.3). The features of this system have

been described by De Raaf (79Der, 77Der). These controllers work

independently of the computer. The computer (a PDP 11/23) is used only

for controlling the experiment. For this purpose a program EXP13 has

been developed by Nijgh (82Nij). This program provides us with all the

necessary checks for starting and terminating an experimental run. It

stores the data on disk (RL01) and on floppy disk (RX01) for back up.

It can perform an amplification test, a beam position test or a

detector leakage current measurement. It also can give the channels

with maximum contents and it can display the spectra while being

collected.

Test
pulser

Filter
amplifier

Fast
discriminator

Level
adapter

Detector

Pre
amplifier

i r
Routing unit

- • D A S

Current
measurement

gate

Detector bias

Main
amplifier

Linear gate
Stretcher

Mixer

Figure 3.2 Electronic chain for one detector.

Besides the signals of the detectors D1-D8 also events in the

monitor detectors are processed. The electronic chains of the

monitoring detectors consist only of a pre-amplifier and a main

amplifier/single channel analyser (MA/SCA). The output of the single

channel analyzer is counted in a sealer, developed at the EUT. It is a
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module of " . EUROBUS system (79Van), which Is connected through CAMAC

with the PDP 11/23. When an experiment is completed the events in the

sealers and some additional experimental data are stored together with

the spectra.
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Figure 3.3 Schematic view of the data-acquisition system.

3.5. Experimental procedure

Since the cross sections we wished to measure are rather small

and the current of polarized protons on the target is not too high, we

had to schedule our experiments and preparations. In general we

planned an experiment every month during a whole week. Before such a

week the whole equipment was checked and set appropriately using an

unpolarized proton beam.

As soon as the polarized proton beam became available for the

experiment a final check was performed on electronics and settings.

Next we determined the number of counts in the control unit in such a

way that an experimental run would last about one hour and that the

spin direction was switched about every minute. The measuring periods
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were long enough to collect a reasonable number of events in the

spectra for one run whithout risking amplification drifts, beam

quality changes or loosing a whole experiment by some fatal error

(operational errors or problems with the beam). The total number of

experimental runs needed was determined by demanding the number of

events in the levels of interest to be at least a thousand for most of

the detectors. In this way we usually measured four angular settings,

thereby obtaining an angular distribution of about thirty points,

running from 20° to 165°.

Since all targets contain some hydrogen, carbon and oxygen, as

resulting from target preparation and oxidation, we could use the

corresponding peaks in the spectra for calibrating and checking.

Moreover we always measured the angular distributions of a mylar

target in between every 3 or 4 spectra of the target under

investigation.

We also determined the solid angle of the detectors relative to

each other. To this end we performed a scattering experiment on a

polyethylene foil, thick enough to give a high counting rate. By

measuring at the same angle with different detectors we could deduce

the relative normalizations.

3.6. Data handling and data analysis

After a measuring period of about one week we had collected quite

a lot of spectra for each angular setting. For the analysis all these

spectra could have been analysed seperately. The most interesting

peaks, however, did not contain enough counts to attain sufficient

statistical accuracy with respect to the background. So these spectra

had to be added to one single spectrum. Since the primary spectra had

been collected over a long period, there might be slight shifts in

amplification. In the addition program SUMS there are provisions to

correct for amplification shifts. The addition of a spectrum to

another one is performed on the basis of a chi-squared criterion (x2)-

If the value of chi-squared is larger than a certain limit, the

programme tries a shift procedure on the basis of a previous

comparison of the calibration for both spectra. The addition is

rejected if the value of the chi-squared remains above this limit,

otherwise the shifted spectrum will be added. In correcting for
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amplification shifts we essentially maintain the resolution. The

omission of correcting procedures would have given rise in some

spectra to a significant loss of resolution (especially at forward

angles).

After having added all relevant spectra we obtain four spectra

corresponding with the four angular settings. These are analysed by

means of the programme BIOTEX. The calibration of each detector is

obtained by analysing the mylar spectra. The analysis with the

programme BIOTEX is an interactive way of peak processing, by setting

markers, calculating a suitable background and integrating the peaks

by simply adding the contents of the spectrum channels. An indication

of the real peak position, peak width and peak asymmetry is calculated

from the statistical moments. This is done with both the spin-up and

the spin-down spectrum of the same detector, so it is easy to

calculate an experimental cross section and analysing power

simultaneously. For difficult cases a fit procedure with a gaussian

profile was used (see 85Pet). The results of the analysis for each

spectrum are written on a result file which can be used for further

processing.

The next step is to combine these result files and to transform

the laboratory data into centre-of-mass data. This is performed by the

programme CMCONV, which also takes care of the different

normalizations of each detector and of possible corrections in the

analysing power. This programme then produces the output data on a

file which can be used for transmission to the EUT central computer

(B7900). Here the data are incorporated into the data file NEWEXPDATA.

This file contains all the experimental scattering data of the nuclear

physics group and is accessible for theoretical programmes.

3.7» Experimental cross sections and analysing powers

The analysis of the peaks gives the number of events in a

spectrum. To convert these numbers into experimental differential

cross sections and analysing powers several calculations have to be

performed. For the differential cross sections the following procedure

is used:

1. normalize the number of events by the counts in the out-of-plane

detectors;
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2. make appropriate corrections for differences in detection

efficiency for each detector;

3. multiply with the factor for the transformation of laboratory

system to centre-of-mass system.

For the calculation of the analysing powers the procedure is

slightly different. All common factors for spin-up and spin-down

events, as for instance detector efficiency, cancel. This also implies

that the calculated analysing power in the laboratory system is the

same as that calculated in the centre-of-mass system for the

corresponding angle.

All experimental data extracted in this way are affected by

experimental errors, which stem from various sources. The errors in

the differential cross sections result from:

- the statistical error in the number of events including the

background subtraction;

- the statistical error in the counts of the out-of-plane detectors;

- the errors connected with the several normalizations;

- the systematical errors due to misalignments.

The analysis program accounts for statistical errors only. The errors

due to all the normalizations as well as the systematical errors are

not known accurately. We have chosen to put a lower limit on the total

errors to account for all kind of errors we do not know. For the

differential cross sections this lower limit has been estimated to be

2% of the experimental value.

The errors in the analysing powers are due to:

- the statistical error in the number of events including the

background subtraction;

- the error in the calculation of the degree of polarization;

- the systematical errors due to misalignments.

Also in this case the analysis programme accounts for the statistical

errors only. For the systematical errors we also use here a lower

limit. Since the analysing power is already a relative number the

lower limit is a fixed number here, which we estimate at 2%.
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3.8. Resolution

We have studied various methods to improve the resolution since

we are interested in the so-called two-phonon multiplets, which are in

most cases weakly excited levels» These are located in an energy range

where the level spacing already becomes small. So it is necessary to

have a good resolution to separate the various levels of interest. The

final resolution one obtains in an experiment ir a combination of

several factors. Some of these are:

- the energy profile of the proton beam,

- the stability of the mean energy of the proton beam,

- the divergence of the proton beam,

- the target thickness and the target angle,

- the angular acceptance of the detectors,

- the detector noise, and

- the electronic noise in the data-acquisition system.

3.8.1 Contribution of the energy profile of the beam

The extracted beam of the cyclotron has an energy spread of O.AZ

(80 keV) which becomes a dominating contribution to the worsening of

the resolution. For that reason we decided to analyse the beam through

the dispersive mode of the beam transport system- Here we encounter

the dilemma of the competition between resolution and beam intensity.

The decrease in beam intensity in the dispersive mode is in first

instance proportional to the improvement of the resolution till the

energy profile of the beam has a width of about 0.1%. A further

improvement of the resolution would result in a quadratic decrease in

beam intensity (70Hag). We selected an energy width of 0.1% which

resulted in an average beam loss of a factor 4-5. So the increase in

intensity of the ion source was sacrificed for improving the energy

profile of the beam. Another advantage of the dispersive mode is that

the stability of mean energy of the beam is much better. Any energy

shift of the beam will result in a noticeable decrease of the

intensity which is a sign that the settings should be checked.
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Figure 3.4 The effect of the kinematics of the reaction on the

resolution. For the calculation also the effect of finite

size of beam spot, the energy profile of the beam and the

finite solid angle of the detector are taken into

account. (E - 22.3 MeV, AE/E = 10- 3).



3.8.2 Contribution of kinenatical effects

A second contribution to the decrease of resolution can be found

in kinematical broadening due to finite sizes. He can assign

contributions to:

- the beam spot

- the solid angle of the detector

- the target thickness and the target angle.

The stability of the position of the beam spot on the target is

of importance not only for the resolution but also for to the accuracy

in the determination of the scattering angles. When the position of

the beam spot is changed a little bit, the scattering angle of the

protons changes accordingly. Due to the kinematics of the reaction

this results in a small change in energy of trie scattered particles.

The final result is broadening of the peaks in the spectra. The remedy

is to check regularly the position of the beam in the scattering

chamber. This effect turned out to be not very time dependent, so that

this check had to be performed only a few times every day.

Another contribution can be assigned to the divergence of the

beam. The reason for this divergence is our way of positioning the

beam. There is an alternative way to position the beam. For, when we

produce a beam focus at a distance behind the target equal to the

detector distance, the spread in the scattering angle will be less.

Such a procedure works only well when all detectors are at the same

distance from the target. Moreover, in our scattering chamber the

distance of the forward detector block is twice that of the backward

detector block. In this alternative procedure it is not easy to obtain

minimal background of the target holder as in the procedure actually

used. So we stuck to the old method. The effect of the divergence in

this situation can be seen as an additional angular spread of 0.5

degrees.

The finite solid angle of the detectors and the finite size of

the beam spot play a major role in the kinematical contribution to the

resolution. These effects can be estimated from kinematical

calculations (see figure 3.4). Also here we encounter the count rate

versus resolution dilemma. Since the resolution is dominated by Che

energy width of the beam and since the targets were very thin, we

chose for a solid angle in such a way that most of the effective area
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of the detector was used.

3.8.3 Contribution of the target

Any worsening of resolution due to the target is caused by its

thickness. First the finite thickness causes differences in path

length of the protons through the target material. The path length is

dependent on the location in the target where the reaction takes place

and the target angle with respect to the beam (effective target

thickness). Also the Q-value of the reaction has a small influence on

this effect. Two situations can occur:

- scattering in transmission mode i.e. the particle enters the target

at one side and leaves it at the opposite side;

- scattering in reflection mode i.e. the particle enters and leaves

the target at the same side.

In reflection node the various path lengths can vary from zero to

twice the target thickness. In transmission mode the path lengths are

scattered around a mean value. In this mode the effect can be

minimized if we create a symmetric situation: the target angle is half

of the scattering angle. It is obvious that this effect will give rise

to broadening. In figure 3.5 three situations have been worked out and

this gives a quantitative estimate for the energy differences. In our

experiments it was not possible to use the bisector method, since we

used four forward detectors at the same time. Therefore we set the

target at an average angle with respect to all four detectors.

Another effect of the finite size of the target is straggling in

the energy of particles travelling through the target material. This

effect is in general very small for thin targets. If we use the

straggling theory of Bohr (48Boh) we find that the straggling width W

for the nuclei of Zn, Ge and Se is given by:

W - 8.4 /t (keV) (3.1)

with: t thickness in mg/cm2

So we see indeed that this effect is neglible for the Ge and Se

targets.
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Figure 3.5 The influence of finite target thickness:

the maximal energy differences as a function of scattering

angle for three target positions: -30°, 0°, and 30°

(dashed, solid and dot-dashed respectively)•

3.8.4 Contribution of the detectors

Detector quality and detector noise are the most probable

contributions when we look at the detectors. The quality of the

detectors is an important factor for the resolution. Radiation damage
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is one of the main causes to reject a detector, but also imperfections

in the production of detectors is a good reason. In the case of Si(Ll)

detectors one out of three had to be sent back to the manufacturer.

The use of Si(Li) detectors improved the resolution compared to

surface-barrier detectors. The main improvement was found in a shorter

and lower tail on the low energy side of a peak.

Noise is an intrinsic property and is connected with the leakage

current through the barrier. A further improvement was realized by

cooling the detectors down to about -8° C. The leakage current drops

In most cases from 3 pA to 0.3 uA. From his measurements Wakker

concludes a decrease of the noise width from 34 keV at 22° C to 13 keV

at 1° C (81Wak). In our experiments the influence of cooling gave an

Improvement In overall resolution, which is estimated to a factor of

1.5. To prevent condensation on the detectors and thereby degrading

the resolution, a "cold finger" was mounted in the scattering chamber.

With the dispersive beam and the new type of cooled detectors we

realized a total FWHM in the spectra of 35-40 keV. This figure is a

factor of two better than previously where a FWHM of 70-80 keV was

normal practice.

3*8.5 Contribution of the analog data-acquisition system

Any causes for deterioration of the' resolution coming from the

analog data acquisition are not easy to deduce. Noise from the pre-

amplifiers is the most probable source. Other contributions can come

from the amplification modules or from bad connections. The only thing

one can do is to check and recheck all electronic modules and leads

regularly and replace a part as soon as its performance is degrading.

Another cause will be drift in amplification. The specifications

of the electronics show that this drift can only occur over long

periods of time. We corrected for this process during the addition of

the spectra after the experiments (see section 3.6).

The ADC can also give rise to some broadening. According to the

specifications the resolution of the ADC should be + or - one channel.

In practice it appears that the reproduction of the conversion of the

ADC used is twice the specified amount.
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Chapter 4 Experimental results and collective-nodel analysis

"If your experiment needs statistics, you

ought to have done a better experiment."

E. Rutherford.

4. Introduction

The region of the even-even Ge and Se isotopes is a very

interesting field for nuclear structure analyses. The nuclei in this

mass region escape a complete description in terms of a single model

(80Ver). In these nuclei, protons and neutrons are distributed among

several subshells. For the valence neutrons these are the If . -2p . -

lg_ .„ orbits and for the valence protons the 2p , -If , states.

Especially the large number of these "free" nucleons already makes

collective effects more plausible than typical single-particle

characteristics. This is also confirmed by the level schemes of the

even Ge and Se isotopes. In figures 4.1 and 4.2 these schemes are

presented for the positive-parity states up to 3 MeV. All these nuclei

show the typical spectral behaviour of an anharmonic vibrator, be it

that some nuclei have a low-lying 0+ state, especially 72Ge. This is

displayed in another way in figures 4.3a and 4.3b, where the ratio

between the excitation energy of the so-called two-phonon states and

that of the lowest excited 2+ state is clearly in the neighbourhood of,

2, which fact also favours this vibrational picture. This view is

moreover corroborated by the lowest 3~ state (not displayed in figures

4.1 and 4.2, excitation energy about 2.5 MeV). In the rotator model

this state should be a member of an odd-spin negative-parity band. It

is then considered as the head of an octupole rotational band. This

interpretation of the 3~ is not confirmed by experiments. Theoretical

analyses for this state in terms of the vibrator model are, however,

in good agreement with the experimental data. Except for the behaviour

of the lowest excited 0+ state the general pattern of the lowest

energy levels with respect to A is very regular. There are, however,

indications that the peculiarities exhibited by these 0 + states point

to a soft subshell closure at N*40, which makes the exclusivity of the
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Figure 4.1 The level scheme of the positive-parity states in the Ge

isotopes from the adopted levels in Nuclear Data Sheets

(78Kea, 80K.ea, 76Koc, 84Sin, 81Sin).
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Figure 4.2 The level scheme of the positive-parity states in the Se
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Figure 4.3a The ratio of the excitation energy of the "two-phonon"

states and the excitation energy of the first 2+ state as

a function of A for the even-A Ge isotopes. (In the

harmonic-vibrator limit this ratio is equal to 2. and in

the symmetric-rotator limit 3.3).

the collective picture doubtful. Many experiments have been performed

on these isotopes, but the data give no clear answer on the question

which model should be suitable for these nuclei. Our experiments are

meant as a further trial for the collective models for these nuclei and

in this chapter we shall present the results. The experimental elastic-

scattering data will be compared with standard optical-model

predictions and also generalized optical-model analyses will be

performed. The inelastic scattering analysis with collective models is

the final subject of this chapter. First, however, we shall briefly

review the data available in the literature.
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LU
1. ~

Figure 4.3b The ratio of the excitation energy of the "two-phonon"

states and the excitation energy of the first 2+ state as

a function of A for the even-A Se isotopes. (In the

harmonic-vibrator limit this ratio is equal to 2. and in

the symmetric-rotator limit 3.3).

4.1 The Ge isotopes

The experiments performed on the Ge nuclei are manifold; for our

purpose we have collected the most important gamma-decay and

scattering experiments and listed them in tables 4.1-4.3. Earlier

experiments in the sixties and the first half of the seventies aimed

more on the detection of new levels with their spin and parity

assignments than on the explanation in terms of nuclear structure

(table 4.1). The level schemes of the Ge isotopes have been well

established by these experiments (see figure 4.1).

In the past most reaction experiments were of the transfer (p,t)

or (t,p) type. Usually the analyses have been performed with the DWBA

approach. It became apparent, however, that the Ge nuclei exhibit both

single-particle as well as collective aspects in their structure.

Becker et al. (82Bel3, 82Be45) recognized this and used the more

complex CCBA approach to analyse the experimental data. Collective

aspects can be studied better by inelastic-scattering experiments.
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Table 4.1 Compilation of gamma-decay data of Ge nuclei.

Reaction Remarks Ref.

72Ga decay from 71Ga(n,y)72Ga

72As decay from 72Ge(p,n)72As

70Ge(p,p'y) (E=7.0 MeV)

70As decay

measured E , y-y,

deduced 72Ge levels , J , it

measured o(E , , 8 ) , E

deduced 70Ge levels , B(E2)
72Ga decay from natural Ga(n,y) measured E , y-y

deduced 72Ge levels, B(E2)

natural Ge(n,n'y) (E=O.5-2.55 Mev) measured E , a(E ,,6);

74Ga decay from 71+Ge(n,p)71<Ga

76Ga decay from 76Ge(n,p)76Ga

6aAs decay from 70Ge(p,3n)68As

72Ga decay from 71Ga(n, y)72Ga

72As decay from 70Ge(a,2n)7ZSe

(E=36 MeV)

58Ni(12C,2PY)
68Ge (E=36 MeW)

74Ga decay from 7t*Ge(n,p) 74Ga

Hauser-Feshbach analysis

deduced 7 0 > 7 2 > l k' / 6Ge levels

measured E , y-y, Tk

deduced 7hGe levels

measured E , y-y, T,

deduced 7^Ge levels

measured E , y-y, T,

deduced 68Ge levels

measured E , y~Y

deduced 72Ge levels

measured E , y-y

deduced 7ZGe levels

measured E
Y

deduced 66>b8Ge levels

measured E

deduced yl*Ge levels
68Zn(a,2ny)7oGe (E=24-40 MeV) measured E , y-y

70Ge(a,2ny)68Ge (E=30 MeV)
70Zn(a,2ny)72Ge (E=22-35 MeV)

56Fe(160,2py)70Ge (E-46 MeV)

70Ge(p,p'y) (E-6.9 MeV)

68Ca20

69Hi01

69Mo23

7OChl5

71CaO6

71Ca39

71Pa32

7lReO4

71ReO5

74No08

75TaO3

76Mol5

77Mo20

79Mo01

deduced 7"Ge levels

T of levels in b8Ge

measured a(E,E^,e), y(t)

deduced 72Ge levels, J, IT,

T,, B(E2)

measured E deduced 70Ge T, 82C102

B(E2), B(M1)

measured I , E , I(conv.el.) 85Pas

deduced 70Ge levels, J, ir

B(E0)/B(E2)
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Table 4.2 Compilation of transfer experiments on Ge nuclei.

Reaction Energy

(MeV)

Remarks Ref.

72>73.7<f.76Ge(p>t)

6 9 '7 1Ga<3He,d)7 0 '7 2Ge

69Ga(a,t)70Ge
69Ga(3He,d)70Ge

70Ge(p,t)68Ge

70'72>74Ge(P,t)
75As(d,3He)71fGe

76Ge(t,p)78Ge

72Ge(t,p)71tGe

76Ge(t,p)78Ge

71tGe(p,t)76Ge

7 0 ' 7 2Ge(d,%e) 6 9 > 7 1Ga
71*'76Ge(d,3He)73 '75Ga
70>72>7W6G e ( t > p )

72>7WfeGe(t>p)

70Ge(t,p)72Ge

64»6SZn(6Li>d)68>70Ge

6 8 > 7 0Zn(6Li,d)7 2 > 7 l tGe

20

25

25

39.35

22.5

26

26

26

17

15.0

15.0

15.0

26.0

26.0

17

17

15.0

34

34

35

DWBA analysis 74Ba67

deduced 70»71. 72.7tGe i e v ei s

deduced 72Ge levels 75Ar08

DWBA analysis 7 5Ar29

deduced 70'72Ge levels

DWBA analysis 75LaO5

deduced 70Ge levels

deduced 68Ge levels 77Gu02

deduced 68»70»72Ge ievels 77Gul2

measured o(6) 77Ro22

decreed /ifGe levels, J, IT, S

DWBA analysis 78Arl2

deduced /8Ge levels

DWBA analysis 78Lal2

deduced '''Ge levels

DWBA analysis 78Ma21

deduced 78Ge levels

DWBA analysis 78Mo24

deduced /6Ge levels

deduced Ge ground state 78Rol4

proton occupation numbers

measured a(6) 78Ve03

deduced ratio a(0 )/a(0 )
ex gs

DWBA analysis; deduced J.L.TT 79LeO7

DWBA analysis 79Mo08

deduced 72Ge levels

measured a(6) 0+ states 80Arl4

DWBA analysis; deduced S

DWBA analysis; 8OReO4

deduced 72'71*Ge levels

to be continued
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Table 4.2 Compilation of transfer experiments on Ge nuclei,

(continued).

Reaction

72>7t.76Ge(p>

74Ge(t,p)

natural Ge(t,

t)

P)

Energy

(MeV)

13

15

15

Remarks

measured a(9)

CCBA analysis

measured cr(8)

distribution

; deduced

of 0+ strength

Rei.

82Bel3

82Be45

84Mo07

Table 4.3 Compilation of scattering experiments on Ge nuclei.

(0M = optical model, VM = vibrator model, CC = coupleu

channels, ARM = asymmetric rotator model, IBM = interacting

boson model)

Reaction Energy

(MeV)

Remarks Ref.

70>72.74.76Ge(p>pi) U . 5

70'72Ge(d,d') 12.0

70»72Ge(16O)lfaO'e) 30-37.5

natural Ge(n,n'Y)

70>72>7't>76Ge(pjpr)

70»72>7W6 G e ( p ) p.)

70>72Ge(e,e')

70>72.7fGe(Jjd.)

deduced levels

measured cr(8); DWBA analysis

deduced 7 0' 7 2Ge levels, J, it,

deformation parameters

measured o(E ),

deduced B(E2)

67BrlO

0.3-1-5 measured a(E ,,6), E

67KrOl

69L112

11

OM/Hauser-Feshbach analysis

measured 0(6); OM and CC 7OCuü3

analysis: VM; deduced g

measured a(6); generalized and 7OPeO9

systematic OM/DWBA analysis

80-120 measured o(E, E ,,6) 75K11O

7 0 > 7 2Ge deduced levels, J, ir

B(E2), B(E3); ground state

charge density, form factors

16 measured o(6), i T u 78SzO8

deduced & , J and ir

to be continued
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Table 4.3 Compilation of scattering experiments on Ge nuclei

(continued).

Reaction Energy Remarks Ref.

(MeV)

72Ge(18O, 180') 68.6 measured a(6) 0 + and 2+ 79EsO4

72Ge( 1 80, 180) 30-48 measured a(E,175°) 2+

OM/CC analysis

deduced deformation parameters

70Ge(6Li,6Li') 10.5 measured Coulomb excitation 8OLel6

7 2 . 7 W 6 G e ( a > a « ) 7.0 deduced static quadrupole

70.72«74.76Ge( 16Oj 160t-) 29.9 moment, B(E2, 0++2+)

70»72»7t»76Ge(16O)16oiY) 3 6 _ 4 2 deduced B(E1), B(M1) 80Le24

70«72>73>7'4>76Ge(a>a) 2 5. 0 measured c(8); 82En04

systematic 0M search

71*Ge(p,p') 22 measured a(6); 8=10°-100° 82Tal6

DWBA and CC analysis VM, ARM

deduced 0

7bGe(p,p') 22 measured o(8); 8=10°-100° 83Ra32

DWBA and CC analysis: VM, ARM

deduced 8

70>72»74>76Ge(e>ei) 200-500 deduced transition densities 85Baz

2+, 2+; IBM analysis:

deduced boson densities

1') 8,16 measured o(8), i T u ( 8 ) , A(8) 85Se05

>•) H.5 0+ and 2+; OM/CC analysis

VM and SRM, deduced g

70.72>7<+.76G e(P j p i ) 65 measured o ( 8 ) , A(8) 85Matl

CC analysis: systematic 34,

deduced Q u
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Table 4.4 Ganuna-decay studie» of Se nuclei since 1970.

Reaction: Remarks: Ref.:

58»60Ni(16o>2pY)72»7«»Se measured E
deduced 7z'7>tS& levels

78As decay from 78Se(p,n)78As measured E , T,

deduced 78Se levels
58Ni( l l tN,pnY)70Se

58Ni(16Oj2py) (E=26 MeV)

measured E , y-y

deduced 7"Se levels

, in

i

(E=42-81 MeV) measured a(E,E , 6 )

deduced 7<*Se l e v e l s , J , T
5 8 Ni( 1 6 0 ,2pY) 7 2 Se (E=40 MeV) measured T, 7 2Se
S 8Ni( 1 6O,2pY)7 2Se (E=40-58 MeV) measured E

deduced 7 2Se l e v e l s , J , Tj
b 0Ni(1 6O,2pY)7 l +Se (E=45 MeV) measured E <6), Y~Y, T
6 '*Ni(1 2C,2nY)7 ' tSe <E=39 MeV) deduced ?l*Se l e v e l s
6 5 Cu( I 1 B,2nY) 7 "Se (E=29 MeV)
78As decay

7<t'76»77>78»80Se(tl)Y)

measured E , y-y(B)

deduced 7^Se levels

measured E ,

deduced 75»77.78»79i81ge i e v el s

74>76Ge(a,2nY) (E=25-38 MeV) measured E

deduced 7&'78s e levels
78As decay from 78Se(n,p)78As measured E

deduced 78Se levels

measured a, E75Se(n.Y)76Se (E-thermal)

70No03

73HiOl

74No08

76HaOl

76HalO

75Lo08

77LiO6

79PiO5

80Ka36

81EnO7

82Ma45

82SiO7

83To20

deduced 76Se levels, I ,

IBM analysis
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From Che compilation in table 4.3 it can be seen that there exist a

few proton scattering data and only two experiments with polarized

particles: Szaloky et al. (78SzO8) and recently Sen et al. (85SeO5).

During the last four years new proton scattering data were gathered in

Orsay by a French collaboration (82Tal6). Their first proton

scattering experiment (on 71*Ge) was published in the time we were

planning to do a similar experiment. Since their data are obtained

with a magnetic spectrograph and our experimental setup works with

semiconductor detectors, we derided to perform our polarized-proton

experiments with the same laboratory energy of 22 MeV as they have

used. In this way our polarized data will give a complementary set to

these high-resolution cross section data. A year later also data on

76Ge were published (83Ka32), but until now these two proton

experiments are the only high-resolution proton-scattering data on the

Ge isotopes.

Only a short time ago the first results of a systematic study of a

Japanese group were reported (85Matl). These experiments were

performed with 65-MeV polarized protons on the Ge isotopes to obtain

systematics on the hexadecapole (B4) deformation in the mass region

A=60-80. Only the resulting hexadecapole moments have been presented

in a figure for the nuclides ranging from Ni to Se. Cross section and

analysing power data have not yet been given. We are looking forward

to the publication of these although we were able to get a glimpse on

their data (85Mat2).

4.2 The Se isotopes

Compared to Ge the experiments on Se isotopes are less extensive.

This is probably due to the difficulties which arise in the

preparation and the use of Se targets (see section 3.2.1).

Nevertheless the Se isotopes have been investigated thoroughly in the

past. Also for these nuclei the gamma-decay (table 4.4) and nucleon-

transfer experiments (table 4.5) are in the majority. So the level

schemes, the branching ratios and BE/BM values are rather well known.

Several inelastic scatter.! g experiments hav._ been performed (table

4.6) but only a few with protons. Connected to our investigation is

the work of Matoba et al. (79Ma28), of Matsuki et al. (83Ma59) and of

Delaroche et al. (84De01). The last two studies also concerned

polarized protons with an laboratory energy of 65 and 16 MeV,
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Table 4.5 Experimental data from transfer reactions on Se.

Reaction: Energy: Remarks: Ref.:

(MeV)

76>77.78»80.82Se(dfp) 1 5 measured E, deduced levels 65LiO8

76» 77. 78»80»82Se(djt) 77» 78» 79» 81» 83 S e b e l o w 5 M e V

DWBA analysis

82Se(t,p)81*Se 15 measured a(6), DWBA analysis 74Kn02

deduced 81fSe levels, I
tr

75As(3He,d)76Se 25 measured o(6); DWBA analysis 75Ar29

deduced /6Se levels, I
IT

76Se(p,t)71*Se 52 measured CT(0) 76OrO2

deduced 7**Se levels, I , S
IT

76»7BSe(P)t)7i»»76Se 33 measured cr(6); DWBA analysis 77Bol8

deduced lh''He. levels, 1
IT

80Se(t,p)82Se 15 measured o(6) 84Wal3

OM/DWBA analysis

76»78»80>82Se(Pjt) 5 1. 9 measured o(9); deduced 85M106

systematics gs strength

Table 4.6 Elastic and inelastic scattering from the Se isotopes

(since 1965).

(0M - optical model, HVM " harmonic vibrational model,

AVM " anharmonic vibrator model, SRM • symmetric rotator

model, ARM - asymmetric rotator model, EARM - extended

asymmetric rotator model, RVM « rotation-vibration model).

Reaction: Energy: Remarks: Ref.:

(MeV)

76»77'78'80'82Se(d|d.j 1 5 measured a(6); deduced 65LUC

levels 76» 77» 78»80»82ge

76'78»80>82Se(Ptp.) 6.4 measured c(9), polarization 70Hel0

deduced 76»78»8U»82Se levels,

DWBA analysis, deduced J,*, @ 2

to be continued
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Table 4.6 Elastic and Inelastic scattering from the Se isotopes

(continued).

Reaction: Energy: Remarks:

(MeV)

Ref.

7W6»78 S e ( 16 0 ) 16 0 . Y ) 39.2

80»82Se(16Oj16oiY) 39.2

76»78«80Se(c,jC(.)

7 6 ' 8 2 S e ( n , n l )
76>e0Se(.n,n')

6.6,7.3

6,8,10

8

76»78»80»82Se(16O)16oi) 3 0_34

8 2 Se(a ,a ' ) 7.3
7 4 Se(a ,a ' ) 7.3
71*Se(16O, 1 6 0 ' ) 33,34
76,78,80 ,82 S e ( p > p t ) 5 1 . 9

76>78.80>82Se(J)d)

76>78.80S e ( a > a )

76'8'Se(n,n')

1 2

1 2 > 16

25.0

7t'76>78>80>82Se(pfpi) 55

8,10

measured Coulomb excitation, 74Ba80

E Y > Y(6), a(E a,); deduced

74»76»78»80»82ge l e v el s

B(E2), B(E3), B(M1), T,

measured a(E,E ,,6) 76Lal2

OM/CC analysis

deduced deformation parameters

measured Coulomb excitation 77Lell

deduced Q 2 +, B(E2)

measured Coulomb excitation 78Le22

deduced 7t*Se Q2+, B(E2,0++2+)

measured a(8) 79Ma28

OM, DWBA and CC analysis 79Ma41

HVM: deduced 02, B3

measured a(6), iT (6) 0+ 81Nu01

CC analysis

measured 0(6), A(6) 81Varl

OM/CC calculations 81Var2

measured o(8) 82EnO4

systematic OM search

measured o(8), A(8) 83Ma59

CC analysis SRM, HVM

deduced B- anc* BL,

measured 0(6),A(6); OM and CC 84De01

calculations: ARM/EARM, RVM,

VM;

deduced deformation parameters

measured a(8) 84KuO9

CC calculations HVM, AVM, RVM,

ARM,

deduced deformation parameters
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respectively. The present work fits in between these experiments.

Especially Matsuki et al. aim at a systematic search of the

hexadecapole deformation in this mass region, as was mentioned before.

The work of Delaroche et al. is more directly comparable to ours. The

analysis of the experimental results in terms of the collective model

has been performed in the same way as we do. This will lead to

frequent comparison to the work of Delaroche et al.

4.3. Experiaental analysis

In the next sections we pr -i*" .t experimental results and the

analysis in terms of collective "odils of polarized-proton scattering

from the even-even Ge isotopes with A=70-76 and from the even-even Se

isotopes with A=76-80. As this work aims at a systematic study of the

A=70-80 region the experiments were performed with a laboratory energy

of 22 MeV as argued before. We shall present the experimental data

together with the model predictions. Before doing so, however, we will

first give some details of the experimental analysis in this section,

in order to give some insight in the special problems concerning our

experiments and the way we handled them, as well as how we have to

judge the quality of the experimental data. In total we have analysed

38 states of 7 nuclides of Ge and Se. It would go too far in detail to

discuss each state separately. So only the difficult cases will be

mentioned and the common problems will be handled accordingly.

4.3.1 Correction for Impurities in elastic scattering

Since the targets used contained small, in some cases even large,

contributions of other isotopes of the same element (see table 3.1-

3.2), it became inevitable to correct the elastic data. The

kinematical differences in the positions of the elastic peaks were, in

most cases, too small; the resolution was not good enough to separate

them. For the correction we developed a method based on subtraction of

the contributions of the other isotopes with optical-model predictions

based on fits with our own experimental data.

It can be expected that the corrected cross section data show a

slightly different normalization when used in an optical model search.

So we followed the next procedure:
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1. All elastic-scat..ering data are used in separate optical-model

searches to find a first estimate of the values of the

normalization and of the optical-model parameters as if the data

contained no contributions from impurities.

2. The calculated cross sections and analysing powers are used to

correct the experimental data, (For the final error in the

corrected data we ass jmed an error of 10% in the calculated cross

section and in the analysing-power calculation.)

3. The corrected experimental elastic-scattering data are used in a

new optical-model search to find new (and hopefully better)

estimates of the normalization and of the optical-model parameters.

Steps 2 and 3 are repeated several times until the variations in the

normalization are small (less then 4%). It appeared that this

procedure converged to a relatively stable value within 4-5

iterations. The normalization of the inelastic scattering data was

derived from the results of this procedure.

4.3.2 Corrections in inelastic scattering

When impurities give problems during the analysis of the

inelastic scattering we have used another method. This is necessary

since the influence of an impurity is usually mainly noticeable in a

small angular range. The correction with model predictions on basis of

experimental data would introduce too much model dependency, since we

do not know beforehand which model is adequate. Secondly a model

prediction for an inelastic process is usually not as accurate as the

optical-model predictions for elastic scattering.

In the analysis of inelastic scattering we have to deal with

three kinds of impurities:

1. There will always be contributions from the elastic scattering from

12C and 1^0. Since the targets were manufactured with a carbon

backing the contribution of ^ c was very large. Also due to this

carbon support even measurable intensities of 13C were present, in

some cases so large that they were comparable with or even exceeded

the intensities due to excited states of Ge and Se. The intensities

from elastic scattering from 12C and 160 were at least one order of

magnitude larger. For those angles where an overlap exists between

the elastic peaks of 1 2C, 13C and 160 corrections would result in
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errors larger then the actual values of the cross sections- So the

inelastic angular distributions will show some gaps in the pattern

of data points.

2. The second source of disturbances in the anal-"- is the occurrence

of other isotopes of the same element» In this -a e we have to deal

with levels nearly equal in excitation energy. In most cases this

will not lead to large contributions since the cross section

concerned has to be multiplied with the fraction of occurrence. In

some cases, however, this can be a rather large contribution making

the correction necessary. The difficult cases are especially found

for those targets with the aighest degree of isotopic impurity:

70Ge and 76Ge. For example in 76Ge we have to correct the

experimental intensities of the 2+ level for a 50% contribution of

the 2+ level of 7 0Ge. This is, by the way, also an unfortunate

case, since a 2+ state will be excited strongly, while a 2+ state

is the result of a second-order process, which leads to a much

weaker excitation. In order to apply a proper correction of the

data at those angles where significant overlap exists, we deduced

the contribution of the contaminating level at angles with no

overlap. This factor was then used to correct the data.

3. The third kind of impurities are those of unknown nuclides. These

are in general of low A so that they move (kinematically) rather

fast through the spectra and overlap with levels of interest exists

only at a few angles. When such a case occurred we tried to

establish the experimental cross section and analysing power of

this unknown nucllde in the neighbourhood of the angles where

overlap existed. The correction of the data was then performed by

using the interpolated values. An example of this kind of impurity

was found in the 72Ge target. Probably due to the target

preparation procedure an impurity of A«28 (Si?) was found to

overlap the peaks of 0+ at 70°-75°, 2+ at 80°-85°, 2+ at 120°-130°

and the 4+ at 155°-160°.

The errors introduced by this procedure were estimated on the

basis of the experimental values and taken into account properly. The

overall normalization (and its error) derived from optical-model

analysis is of course not reflected in the data (correlation). We

will, however, bring the normalization error into account when we

discuss the accuracy of certain deduced model parameters i.e.
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deformation parameters.

4.4.3 Special remarks

In spite of all efforts we made to obtain the (statistical)

accuracy of 3% (1000 counts) aimed at, this could not always be

achieved experimentally making the corresponding data less useful.

Especially the analysing power becomes rapidly of minor significance

when the statistical accuracy diminishes. There were mainly three

causes for this low accuracy:

1. First of all the targets are rather thin (200 ug/cm2). This makes

long measuring periods inevitable if the required accuracy has to

be met. It is, however, not feasible and not desirable to have

measuring periods at one angular setting exceeding the time of two

days (see section 3.6).

2. Secondly we were not always able to produce high-current polarized

beams (> 20 nA).

3. The isotopic purity of some targets was rather low, so that rather

large corrections had to be made. Also the contributions of unknown

elements in the targets, even when they were of high purity, give

sometimes rise to large corrections. The final accuracy in such

data is severely deteriorated by the errors introduced through

these corrections.

These three facts together made that in several experiments the

accuracy is rather poor. Under the conditions we had to perform our

experiments it was not possible to obtain better results. We must

admit, however, with the words of Rutherford above, that we should

have done a better experiment. In our case this would mean more

specifically that we needed a further improvement of the polarlzed-

proton beam current and that new self-supporting targets should be

used, having a thickness of at least 1 mg/cm^ and an isotopic purity

of at least 90%.

4.4. Optical-aodel analysis

In order to fit the elastic scattering and to find a set of

reliable optical-model parameters for DWBA and coupled-channels

calculations a search procedure was applied. For the search on some
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optical-model parameters and the calculation of elastic scattering the

programmes OPTIMO (72Vos) and ECIS79 (82Ray) were used. The sum of the

squared differences between the experimental and calculated

observables was minimized (this quantity is known as chi-squared: x2)>

During the search with the programme OPTIMO the normalization of

the experimental data was continuously adjusted (see paragraph 4.3.1),

so after the search a reasonable absolute normalization had been

obtained. We know that this way of normalizing experimental data can

depend on the chosen optical-model potential (82Was), however, for not

too large variations of the optical potential this normalization will

vary within 4% of its mean value. The ambiguity in finding a good

normalization as encountered by Alons (80Alo) was not found in our

search. In the code OPTIMO the normalization can be searched on

together with the other parameters or adjusted after each run. We used

the latter option so that the normalization is not a really free

parameter. Also the availability of analysing-power data restricts the

parameter space which makes an ambiguity for the normalization less

probable. The simultaneous fit of 10 parameters gives rise to some

well known ambiguities in the parameters (for Instance V .r and

W .a ), which result in the same observed elastic scattering. We tried
s i

to avoid these by starting from the global potential of Becchetti and

Greenlees (69Bec).

The laboratory energy of 22 MeV is just at the point where the

volume absorption becomes non-neglible. There exists, however, a

strong correlation between surface and volume absorption in this

energy region which may result in unrealistic values of the surface

and volume absorption. To avoid this correlation we decided for the

final searches to fix the value of the volume absorption at the global

value of Becchetti and Greenlees. Our optical-model search procedure

was then of the following sequence:

- start from the global potential of Becchetti and Greenlees,

- search on the well depths,

- search on the geometry parameters,

- search on all parameters.

Since there happen to be differences in the procedure of

calculating the elastic scattering by the various programmes i.e. the

optical-model search code OPTIMO and the coupled-channels programme

ECI.S79 (82Ray), the final parameters of OPTIMO were used as starting
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values for a new search by the ECIS79 programme (the experimental

normalization was now fixed). In this way we were able to determine

whether some irregularities exist in the data or the search procedure

itself. It was important to know this before we started our optical-

model search within a generalized-optical-model approach (see section

4.4.3).

This generalized-optical-model approach becomes necessary if one

wants to analyse nuclei with strongly excited states, as is the case

for the Ge and Se nuclei. When an explicit coupling to such states is

introduced into a coupled-channels calculation it appears that the

elastic scattering is not any longer described accurately by the

original optical-model parameters (see section 2.1.3). In coupled-

channels calculations including such excited states we have to correct

the optical-model parameters in order to describe the elastic

scattering again properly. Usually one tries to correct for these

explicit strong couplings by varying the imaginary potential only. It

was shown, however, by Petit (85Pet) that such an approach gives only

a partial Improvement of the description of elastic scattering. It

appeared that a variation of all parameters again was needed to obtain

the elastic scattering at the same level of agreement as with an

optical-model search without couplings. This conclusion was confirmed

by our findings.

Another reason for the application of the generalized-optical-

model approach can be found when the rotator model has to be used for

the calculation of the inelastic channels. In this case the optical-

model parameters found in a normal search are incorrect since the

normal optical potential has a spherical shape. In the rotator model

we have a static deformation, which implies that also the potential

should be permanently deformed.

Our way of finding the generalized-optical-model is based on the

method devised by Petit (85Pet). Usually one tries to vary the

optical-model parameters together with the deformation parameters in a

coupled-channels calculation and fits these parameters on all states

(see for instance 80Alo). We do not use this method, since the elastic

scattering is by far the dominating part of the scattering process

and, even more important, it is the lowest-order process in

scattering. So by also fitting against the excited states we may

expect that the parameters are mainly deduced by the form of the
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angular distribution of the inelastic scattering. This seems

reasonable, but there are some presumptions about the reaction model

(and correspondingly the interaction potentials) put into the

calculations, implicitly declaring the reaction model to be correct.

Another question is about the usefulness of comparing processes of

different order in the scattering process. This approach is

methodologically incorrect. Our procedure is, however, strongly

dependent on the specific elastic data. Since the introduction of

strong couplings will affect mainly the backward angular range, the

differences will be the largest in this region. A search procedure

will try to minimize these differences and that makes our procedure

especially sensitive to the details in the experimental points in the

backward angular range.

Our approach towards the incorporation of strongly coupled states

is the following:

1. start a grid search on the deformation parameters of the two most

important states in the model, i.e. 3 2
 a n^ ^3 for the vibrational

model and, B 2 and HL, for the rotational model;

2. fit all optical model-parameters on the elastic scattering with the

deformation parameters set to a fixed value.

3. compare the calculated angular distributions with the experimental

ones and select the calculation which best represents the

experimental data (for 2+ and 3~ states possibly restricted to the

forward angular range).

The selection of the deformation parameters by the comparison

with the experimental data can be done in several manners. One way is

to use an "objective" criterion i.e. a chi-squared criterion on the

complete data set. This results in deformation parameters and

calculated angular distributions giving an overall agreement with the

experimental data. We think that it is better Co compare theoretical

calculations and experimental data mainly in the forward angular

region, in view of the applicability of DWBA and coupled-channels. In

the backward angular region the specific nuclear stucture (which is

also connected to higher-order processes) influences the experimental

data more strongly since in this region the scattered particle comes

much closer to the nucleus and will feel more of the nuclear

interaction.

This procedure works well for the vibrator calculations, where 2+

and 3~ states influence each other indirectly via the ground-state
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Table 4.7 Best-fit optical-model parameters, deduced from

calculations with the programme OPTIMO (72Vos).

Coulomb radius r =1.25 fm. Each first line gives the

parameters, the second line the errors in these parameters

deduced from the fit.

A V r a W W r. a. V r a x2/N
r r r v s i I so so so

(MeV) (fm) (fm) (MeV) (MeV) (fm) (fm) (MeV) (fm) (fm)

Ge

70 55.56 1.14 0.72 0.00 7.82 1.22 0.78 6.23 0.91 0.59 9.26

0.67 0.01 0.01 0.30 0.23 0.01 0.02 0.25 0.02 0.04

72 56.79 1.13 0.68 0.21 8.06 1.19 0.83 6.00 0.91 0.65 24.63

0.96 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.64 0.05 0.03 0.44 0.08 0.01

74 52.67 1.16 0.68 1.63 6.95 1.25 0.80 6.41 0.92 0.57 10.03

0.75 0.01 0.01 0.18 0.60 0.02 0.02 0.23 0.02 0.06

76 54.52 1.13 0.73 1.04 6.67 1.33 0.82 5.45 0.86 0.45 12.95

1.57 0.02 0.03 0.67 0.48 0.04 0.03 0.35 0.03 0.07

Se

76 52.54 1.17 0.68 0.01 8.24 1.20 0.84 5.78 0.98 0.59 15.83

1.12 0.02 0.03 0.01 1.65 0.03 0.05 0.32 0.05 0.08

78 56.43 1.10 0.77 4.14 4.37 1.42 0.73 5.92 0.82 0.50 25.78

1.80 0.02 0.03 0.63 0.50 0.05 0.03 0.48 0.04 0.07

80 54.83 1.14 0.76 2.07 7.41 1.24 0.79 5.98 0.97 0.66 13.87

0.67 0.01 0.01 0.50 0.60 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.05
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Figure 4.4a Optical-model calculations of the elastic polarized-

proton scattering from the Ge isotopes,

dashed = global optical potential according to Becchetti

and Greenlees;

full

dotted

= best-fit optical-model potential (W = BG);

fit with an average geometry for the Ge

isotopes.

channel. In the rotator model this is different for the 2+ and 4+

levels. The 4+ state can be excited from the interference between a

two-step quadrupole contribution and a one-step hexadecapole

contribution. Moreover the 2+ state is also slightly influenced

through the dependence of the potential on 0,̂ . This makes a decision

on the basis of a chi-squared criterium questionable, the more so as

we know that 4+ states are usually characterized by a rather
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Figure 4.4a Optical-model calculations of the elastic polarized-

proton scattering from the Ge isotopes (continued).

structureless angular distribution. The decision which combination of

$1, 34 values should be the right one is here rather subjective, which

will lead to considerable uncertainties, mainly in 6^. This might be

due to the rather low incident energy as to the use of protons of

projectiles. We think that this is a specific property of this type

of experiments.

4.4.1 Parameter search with OPTIMO and ECIS79

As discussed above we began our optical- aodel fits with a search

on all parameters starting from the Becchetti-Gree-lees values. The

of these calculations are presented in table 4.7. One fact is
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Figure 4.4b Optical-model calculations of the elastic polarized-

proton scattering from the Se isotopes,

dashed - global optical potential according to Becchetti

and Greenlees;

full • best-fit optical-model potential;

dotted - fit with an average geometry for the Se

isotopes.
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apparent: the x 2 values for 72Ge and 78Se are considerably larger than

those for the other nuclldes. Also the resulting parameters for these

two Isotopes show a deeper central potential. The Imaginary strength

for 78Se tends to be equally divided over volume and surface

absorption while for the other nuclides the volume absorption

dominates. The question arises if we are to dealing with an effect of

specific nuclear structure or with a strong correlation between volume

and surface absorption for this incident energy or with some

peculiarities in the elastic data. We can pinpoint part of the x2' T n e

elastic data were corrected as described in section 4.3.1. For 72Ge

these corrections were very small due to the high purity of the target

so that the final errors after correction remained small. For 78Se

more data points have been collected. Since the observables can be

determined by a certain number of data points, intermediate data

points will not give any improvement in the fit but will only enlarge

the value of chi-squared.

Nevertheless the competition between surface and volume

absorption will be present (see above,)» So the most extensive

calculations were performed with a fixed volume absorption, set to a

value of 2.21 MeV. These searches were performed not only by the

programme OPTIMO but also by the coupled-channels code ECIS79 as a

comparison before we started the generalized-optical-model searches

(see the introduction to this chapter). The results of these

calculations are tabulated in table 4.8a (Ge) and 4.8b (Se), where we

have given the results of both programmes. In these tables also the

calculated errors are quoted.

First we can conclude that the differences between both

programmes (OPTIMO and ECIS79) are negligible when fitting the elastic

scattering: all parameters are nearly the same and lie well inside the

quoted errors. This gives us confidence that further calculations with

the programme ECIS79 will not give essentially different results just

because the numerical procedures are different. Secondly the parameter

sets obtained for the individual isotopes are now more comparable,

since the spread has become small. From the fits it appears that the

geometry parameters are not very much different for the four Ge

isotopes and the three Se isotopes. So we tried two other calculations

with the programme OPTIMO. In these calculations all geometry

parameters (r ,a , j»r, i or so) were set to an average value for one

element as well as to an average value for both elements. The results
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Table 4.8a Best-fit optical-model parameters with the volume

absorption set to 2.21 MeV (from (69Bec)). Coulomb radius

r =1.25 fm. Each first line gives the parameters, the

second line the errors in these parameters deduced from

the fit.

Ge V r a W r, a. V r a Y2/N Code
r r r s i i so so so A

(MeV) (fm) (fm) (MeV) (fm) (fm) (MeV) (fm) (fm)

70 55.95 1.13 0.72 6.29 1.26 0.75 6.27 0.90 0.56 13.02 OPTIMO

0.88 0.01 0.01 0.27 0.01 0.02 0.29 0.02 0.05

55.74 1.13 0.72 6.29 1.26 0.74 6.24 0.90 0.57 13.02 ECIS79

0.94 0.05 0.01 0.29 0.07 0.02 0.29 0.10 0.06

72 56.58 1.14 0.67 6.56 1.22 0.83 6.16 0.91 0.65 32.95 OPTIMO

1.18 0.02 0.02 0.54 0.03 0.05 0.47 0.04 0.09

56.51 1.13 0.68 6.39 1.22 0.83 6.05 0.91 0.63 31.87 ECIS79

1.22 0.06 0.02 0.34 0.12 0.03 0.42 0.15 0.08

74 52.91 1.17 0.69 7.12 1.24 0.76 6.50 0.94 0.63 11.70 OPTIMO

0.70 0.01 0.01 0.26 0.02 0.02 0.24 0.05 0.02

52.42 1.16 0.69 6.35 1.27 0.79 6.42 0.91 0.55 10.02 ECIS79

0.83 0.05 0.02 0.33 0.09 0.02 0.25 0.08 0.06

76 56.30 1.10 0.76 5.85 1.40 0.77 5.72 0.83 0.44 12.64 OPTIMO

2.03 0.03 0.04 0.25 0.04 0.04 0.45 0.04 0.06

55.43 1.10 0.75 5.80 1.40 0.76 5.61 0.84 0.44 12.75 ECIS79

1.75 0.10 0.03 0.24 0.13 0.02 0.37 0.12 0.06
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Table 4.8b Best-fit optical-model parameters with the volume

absorption set to 2.21 MeV (from (69Bec)). Coulomb radius

r «1.25 fm. Each first line gives the parameters, the

second line the errors in these parameters deduced from

the fit.

Se V r a W r, a, V r a Y2/N Code
r r r s i i so so so A

(MeV) (fm) (fm) (MeV) (fm) (fm) (MeV) (fm) (fm)

76 52.62 1.17 0.67 6.51 1.25 0.83 5.86 0.95 0.57 18.67 OPTIMO

1.15 0.02 0.03 0.62 0.04 0.04 0.38 0.05 0.08

52.75 1.16 0.67 6.23 1.25 0.84 5.86 0.94 0.55 18.79 ECIS79

1.08 0.06 0.02 0.47 0.01 0.03 0.35 0.09 0.14

78 54.43 1.13 0.74 6.19 1.34 0.79 5.55 0.84 0.52 27.19 OPTIMO

1.16 0.02 0.02 0.31 0.03 0.02 0.43 0.04 0.09

53.90 1.13 0.73 6.15 1.33 0.78 5.43 0.85 0.51 26.26 EC1S79

1.17 0.07 0.02 0.25 0.12 0.02 0.38 0.13 0.07

80 54.91 1.14 0.76 7.32 1.24 0.79 5.98 0.97 0.66 13.93 OPTIMO

0.64 0.01 0.02 0.48 0.02 0.03 0.22 0.04 0.05

54.87 1.14 0.76 7.24 1.23 0.79 5.98 0.96 0.65 13.95 ECIS79

0.60 0.01 0.03 0.32 0.02 0.06 0.21 0.06 0.11
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Table 4.9a Optical-model parameters with an average geometry for the

element (Ge or Se). Volume absorption is set to the

Becchetti-Greenlees value and the Coulomb radius r -1.25
c

fm. The first line gives the parameters, the second line

the errors in the varied parameters deduced from the fit.

Parameters with no calculated error are kept fixed.

A V r a W W r . a. V r a X
2 / N

r r r v s i i s o s o s o A

(MeV) (fm) (fm) (MeV) (MeV) (fm) (fm) (MeV) (fm) (fm)

Ge

70 55.43 1.14 0.71 2.21 6.19 1.25 0.77 6.38 0.91 0.60 12.75

0.16 0.05 Ö.16

72 55.58 1.14 0.71 2.21 6.89 1.25 0.77 5.71 0.91 0.60 41.18

0.29 0.14 0.26

74 54.86 1.14 0.71 2.21 7.02 1.25 0.77 6.57 0.91 0.60 12.75

0.16 0.07 0.16

76 55.99 1.14 0.71 2.21 7.18 1.25 0.77 5.66 0.91 0.60 It,-'if,

0.27 0.16 0.29

Se

76 54.31 1.14 0.75 2.21 6.83 1.24 0.81 6.01 0.95 0.56 20.98

0.26 0.10 0.26

78 55.11 1.14 0.75 2.21 7.07 1.24 0.81 5.05 0.95 0.56 35.79

0.25 0.11 0.?3

80 55.08 1.14 0.75 2.21 7.17 1.24 0.81 5.69 0.95 0.56 14.58

0.14 0.07 0.14
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Table 4.9b Optical-model parameters with an average geometry for the

Ge and Se isotopes. Volume absorption is set to the

Becchetti-Greenlees value and the Coulomb radius r =1.25
c

fm. The first line gives the parameters, the second line

the errors in the varied parameters deduced from the fit.

Parameters with no calculated error are kept fixed.

A V r a W W r . a , V r a x 2 /N
r r r v s i 1 s o s o s o A

(MeV) (fm) (fm) (MeV) (MeV) (fm) (fm) (MeV) (fm) (fm)

Ge

70 54.88 1.14 0.73 2.21 6.03 1.25 0.79 6.30 0.93 0.58 14.54

0.17 0.05 0.17

72 55.02 1.14 0.73 2.21 6.70 1.25 0.79 5.74 0.93 0.58 47.34

0.31 0.13 0.27

74 54.41 1.14 0.73 2.21 6.79 1.25 0.79 6.55 0.93 0.58 12.42

0.16 0.07 0.14

76 55.30 1.14 0.73 2.21 6.95 1.25 0.79 5.79 0.93 0.58 18.08

0.27 0.15 0.29

Se

76 54.60 1.14 0.73 2.21 7.03 1.25 0.79 6.07 0.93 0.58 20.53

0.24 0.11 0.27

78 55.38 1.14 0.73 2.21 7.09 1.25 0.79 5.14 0.93 0.58 35.53

0.25 0.11 0.23

80 55.24 1.14 0.73 2.21 7.19 1.25 0.79 5.77 0.93 0.58 18.00

0.15 0.07 0.16
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of these two trials can be found In tables 4.9. As could be expected

the x 2 values are slightly larger then those of tables 4.8.

In figures 4.4a and 4.4b we have given the optical-model

predictions together with the experimental points for three

calculations. The differences between best fit search with W fixed

and the average geometry are small and can only be seen in the far

backward angular region and on some of the tops and valleys. The other

calculations (best fit with W free and fixed geometry for Se and Ge)

give the same kind of curves. In general we can say that the optical

parameters represent the experimental data very well and that the

differences between best fit and fixed geometry are negligible.

Whether the fixed-geometry potential should have some significance,

can be concluded only by inelastic scattering calculations.

One final remark we have to make: the predictions of the global

potential of Becchetti-Greenlees do not agree very well with the

experiment. In the figures one can clearly see that for scattering

angles larger than 6O°-7O* the differences in the cross section become

larger and larger* This points to a too small absorptive term in the

potential. The analysing power, however, is represented very well.

This means that the mere presence of a spin-orbit potential is already

sufficient to describe the data (although we might expect that this

observable is dependent on the central strength as well).

4.4.2 Volume integrals and tma radii

We have seen that there is some scatter among the various

optical-model parameters and that we <:*a define several sets of

parameters which give nearly the same \aiues for the observables. The

existence of these ambiguities in the optical-model parameters was

recognized long ago (58Fes). So some new quantities have been defined

which should fluctuate less than the individual parameters in a

certain mass region. These quantities are the volume integral:

J - ƒ U(r) r2dr (4.1)

and the root mean square (rms) radius:

<R2>i - ( ƒ u(r) r4dr / J)* (4.2)
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Greenlees, Fyle and Tang (68Gre) concluded from a folding model study

that these quantities are very stable against fluctuations in the

optical-model parameters* The volume integral per nucleon gives some

information on the interaction strength, while the rms radius of the

real central part of the potential can be connected to the radius of

the matter distribution. We have computed these volume integrals and

root mean square radii and present them in tables 4.10 for the various

sets. From these tables we can conclude the following:

1. The Becchetti-Greenlees parameters give values for the volume

integrals which are essentially different from our fits:

approximately 5% higher for the central potential, 10% lower for

the absorptive part and 10% higher for the spin-orbit term. This

observation is fully in line with what we already have concluded

from the figures 4.4. It can easily be noticed if we look at the

values of the reaction cross section: these are essentially lower

than the values we found in our fits. This fact is also reflected

In the larger real and in the smaller imaginary volume integral.

For the difference in the spin-orbit part we have no explanation:

it is probably connected with the other two. In the analysing power

this effect cannot be traced back.

2. The general trend in all of our sets is that they give very stable

results for the volume integrals and root mean square radii. In

order to have an insight in the accuracy of the tabulated numbers

we have estimated the errors in the calculation of the volume

integrals and rms radii on basis of the deduced errors in the

optical-model parameters. We must then conclude from the tables

that the parameter sets obtained give in almost all cases values

which are the same within the errors. This means that we cannot

distinguish between sets since the interaction is essentially (with

our experimental accuracy) the same. What we are not able to see is

how accurately the final observables (cross section and analysing

power) are described. From the calculated curves of the sets we

estimate that the accuracy of the observables is more or less of

the same order as the displayed differences between the various

sets.

3. Another remark concern? the differences in the parameter sets

obtained from OPTIMO and ECIS79. These are reasonably small and

this confirms again that both programmes deliver essentially the
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Table 4.10a Comparison of volume integrals, reduced rms radii and

reaction cross sections (a ) for Ge isotopes.
reac v

BG = global potential Becchetti-Greenlees,

BF = best-fit potential,

WVFO = best-fit potential with W from BG (OPTIMO)

WVFE = best-fit potential with W from BG (ECIS79)

FGGe = potential with average geometry for Ge isotopes,

GeSe = potential with average geometry for Ge and Se

isotopes.

so reacGe f i t J f/A JjA. J s o / A 1 / 3 <*%>* <Ri>J ^ s o ^
( MeV.fm3 ) ( fm ) (mb)

70 BG 432 115 157 4.66 5.68 4.78 1250

BF 425(10) 120( 6) 142( 5) 4.52(0.03) 5.93(0.06) 4.18(0.09) 1311

WVFO 418(11) 120( 6) 142( 7) 4.49(0.03) 5.82(0.05) 4.11(0.11) 1304

WVFE 416(47) 118(14) 141(17) 4.49(0.12) 5.98(0.22) 4.12(0.40) 1295

FGGe 422( 1) 120( 1) 145( 4) 4.50 5.83 4.20 1315

GeSe 422( 1) 120( 1) 147( 4) 4.54 5.87 4.24 1341

72 BG 436 121 157 4.69 5.77 4.82 1302

BF 414(19) 127(15) 137(15) 4.43(0.06) 5.96(0.13) 4.30(0.35) 1356

WVFO 420(22) 128(13) 141(12) 4.44(0.06) 5.91(0.14) 4.30(0.21) 1366

WVFE 412(62) 125(25) 138(25) 4.43(0.18) 5.91(0.41) 4.27(0.56) 1362

FGGe 421( 2) 129( 2) 131( 6) 4.52 5.88 4.23 1367

GeSe 421( 2) 130( 2) 134( 6) 4.57 5.92 4.28 1393

74 BG 439 127 157 4.72 5.85 4.85 1351

BF 411(12) 128(12) 148( 7) 4.54(0.04) 6.03(0.10) 4.26(0.12) 1409

WVFO 424(11) 128( 7) 154(10) 4.59(0.03) 5.87(0.08) 4.41(0.20) 1372

WVFE 411(45) 127(18) 147(14) 4.56(0.14) 6.02(0.29) 4.19(0.32) 1407

FGGe 414( 1) 130( 1) 150( 4) 4.55 5.92 4.26 1392

GeSe 415( 1) 130( 1) 153( 3) 4.59 5.96 4.31 1417

76 BG 442 132 157 4.74 5.93 4.88 1398

BF 405(24) 135(15) 118( 9) 4.59(0.08) 6.43(0.17) 3.91(0.14) 1543

WVFO 396(31) 140(10) 119(11) 4.58(0.11) 6.45(0.15) 3.78(0.18) 1560

WVFE 388(94) 138(28) 118(18) 4.56(0.26) 6.42(0.45) 3.82(0.46) 1548

FGGe 422( 2) 131( 2) '29( 7) 4.58 5.97 4.29 1422

GeSe 421( 1) 131( 2) 135( 7) 4.62 6.00 4.34 1447
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Table 4.10b Comparison of volume integrals, reduced rms radii and

reaction cross sections (<j_ ) for Se isotopes.

BG = global potential Secchetti-Greenlees,

BF = best-fit potential,

WVFO = best-fit potential with W from BG (OPTIMO),

WVFE = best-fit potential with W from BG (ECIS79),

FGSe = potential with average geometry for Se isotopes,

GeSe = potential with average geometry for Ge and Se

isotopes.

Se fit J Ik Z.Ik J /Al/3 < R M <R2>* <R2 >* a
r i so r x so reac
( MeV.fm3 ) ( fm ) (mb)

76 BG 433 117 157 4.74 5.84 4.88 1309

BF 418(21) 129(27) 142(11) 4.60(0.08) 6.11(0.15) 4.55(0.24) 1414

WVFO 417(22) 131(15) 140(11) 4.58(0.09) 6.08(0.16) 4.40(0.20) 1428

WVFE 408(54) 128( 9) 138(17) 4.55(0.16) 6.10(0.09) 4.34(0.43) 1430

FGSe 417( 2) 13l( 1) 143( 7) 4.67 6.01 4.39 1436

GeSe 415( 2) 133( 2) 142( 6) 4.62 6.01 4.34 1420

78 BG 436 123 157 4.77 5.92 4.92 1339

BF 398(24) 136(17) 122(11) 4.63(0.09) 6.23(0.20) 3.84(0.18) 1513

WVFO 405(20) 136(10) 117(12) 4.64(0.06) 6.33(0.13) 3.94(0.21) 1511

WVFE 399(52) 132(18) 116(15) 4.62(0.15) 6.28(0.31) 3.97(0.42) 1496

FGSe 422( 2) 133( 2) 121( 6) 4.69 6.05 4.42 1466

GeSe 42O( 2) 132( 2) 120( 6) 4.65 6.04 4.37 1444

80 BG 438 128 157 4.80 6.00 4.95 1364

BF 421(lt) 133(11) 146( 5) 4.74(0.03) 6.06(0.08) 4.67(0.14) 1480

WVFO 421(11) 133(10) 146( 8) 4.74(0.06) 6.05(0.10) 4.67(0.17) 1486

WVFE 421(12) 129(11) 144(11) 4.74(0.07) 6.01(0.14) 4.61(0.27) 1472

FGSe 420( 1) 134( 1) 136( 3) 4.72 6.Of 4.46 1492

GeSe 418( 1) 133( 1) 135( 4) 4.67 6.08 4.40 1469
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same results. The estimated errors in ECIS79, however, are in

general about a factor 2 larger than those in OPTIMO. We can trace

this back to the larger quoted errors for the various radii in

ECIS79. The estimated errors in the volume integral and in the rms

radius are very sensitive to the corresponding radius parameter

through the factor r z respectively r1* in the integrals of equations

(4.1-4.2). Why ECIS79 gives these larger errors we have no idea.

4. Finally we note that the volume integral of the spin-orbit

potential exhibits rather large deviations. The observable, the

analysing power, does not display these differences, as we have

concluded before. So our conclusion is that for the observable it

does not matter what the precise shape of the spin-orbit potential

locks like. This is not so surprising since Becchetti and Greenlees

could fit a large set of data with a constant spin-orbit potential.

It remains to be seen whether this holds for inelastic scattering

also.

The values we obtained for the volume integrals from the best-fit

searches (BF and WVF) can be compared with previous works. For the

imaginary volume integral there is a study by Agrawel and Sood (75Agr)

and by Hodgson (76Hod). These authors arrive at the same conclusion:

the imaginary volume integral per nucleon has a mass- and energy-

independent (E=10-60 MeV) value of (115 ± 15) MeV.fm3. Kailas and

Gupta (77Kai) performed a similar analysis and concluded the same with

a slightly different value: (125 ± 21) MeV.fm3. This conclusion is

rather remarkable. One might expect that the absorptive term in the

optical potential (incorporating all open reaction channels) is

dependent oa specific nuclear structure or at least on energy to

account for opening of new reaction channels as the incident nucleon

energy increases. Our data confirm the findings of these authors,

though it seems that there is some A(N,Z) dependence. Kailas and Gupta

(77Kai) also recognized this and analysed the available data with the

following empirical formula:

2/3
J ' (JQ + T Jx O (A + K A ) (4.3)

with 5 = (N-Z)/A

and T = +1 for proton scattering,

« -1 for neutron scattering.
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Figure 4.5 Volume Integrals per nucleon of the real and imaginary

part of the optical-model potentials.

BF = best-fit optical potential;

WVF = best-fit optical potential with W =2.21 MeV;

full = empirical formula from Kailas and Gupta;

dashed = parametrization of the model of Jeukenne,

Lejeune and Mahaux;

dotted = Becchetti-Greenlees global potential;

dot-dashed = constant empirical values.
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The second part of the expression represents the effect of volume and

surface contributions to the potential 'f. is the ratio of their

strengths. The agreement of this empiric» formula with our data is

very good. The predicted error band of 45 MeV.fm3 is probably an

overestimate for the proton scattering volume integrals because the

parameters in the empirical formula were obtained from proton as well

as from neutron scattering data, the latter bearing much larger

errors. The result of the theoretical work of Jeukenne, Lejeune and

Mahaux (77Jeu), which deals with the construction of an optical

potential on basis of nuclear-matter calculations, is parametrized in

the same way. Also this shows a good agreement with our data.

The same approach was also used by Kailas and Gupta (78Kai) for

the real volume integral. A constant value of (465 ± 9) MeV.fm3 for

proton scattering experiments below 25 MeV was also quoted. Whereas

the imaginary volume integral is in good agreement, we find for the

real volume integral a complete disagreement with our data. Our

results seem to scatter around a constant value of (413 ± 10) MeV.fm3,

which is 11% lower and outside the 99% confidence interval. The model

of Jeukenne, Lejeune and Mahaux and the Becchetti-Greenlees global

potential give a value somewhat closer to ours, but still off. For

this large disagreement we have no other explanation then attribute it

to an energy dependence. The data set of Kailas and Gupta comprises

mainly low-energy experiments, which give rise to a large real volume

integral. Greenlees, Pyle and Tang (68Gre) showed t'iat such a weak

energy dependence exists. The resulting value from these authors (400

± 20 MeV.fm^) for proton scattering data between 14 and 40 MeV is more

in accordance with our results though their work is appreciably older.

4.4.3 Isospin dependence in the optical potential

The optical-model potential fits performed with a fixed geometry

enable us to study of isospin effects in the optical potentials of the

Ge and Se nuclides. This isospin dependence is formulated usually in

the following way:

0.4 Z/A W 3 « l t (4.3a)

Ws = W s 0 + T ? W s l ( 4' 3 b )
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V so = V so0 + T 5V s o l (4.3c)

with £ - (N-Z)/A

and T = +1 for protons,

= -1 for neutrons.

The third term in expression (4.3a) represents a correction for the

average Coulomb energy, which is only present in the case of proton

scattering (63Per2, 68Gre).

Our experimental data cover the range from A=70-80, so we should

be able to say something about the isospin dependence. There are two

approaches:

1. use the optical-model parameters from the individual fits to find

the isoscalar and isovector parts of the potential, or

2. use the observables in a direct fit of isoscalar and isovector

strengths according to relations (4.3).

In tables 4.11 some values of these properties are given, with the

"direct fit" indicating the results of method 2. Proceeding along

these lines and using a linear regression on the data of tables 4.9

(in table 4.11 labeled with FGGel, FGSel and GeSel) we discover rather

large deviations. In figure 4.6 the same strength parameters are

presented but now as a function of £.

We notice:

1. the real and spin-orbit strengths exhibit some scatter as a

function of £,

2. the surface absorption shows a larger regularity.

The irregularities in the real strength make it hard to form a

definite conclusion. This is also reflected in the values for the

different analyses when we assume the isospin dependence, of expression

(4.3a). The isoscalar part is reasonably well defined; the isovector

part gives the large deviations and is consistent with no isovector

contribution to the real central term in the optical potential. This

is in contradiction to previous results. In an early review of the

isospin dependence, Satchler (69Sat) suggested a value of V = 2 5

MeV. The work of Becchetti and Greenlees (69Bec) on the global optical

model potential results in a value of V . • 24 MeV. Even when we take

the upper limit of our values there is not much agreement.

The regular behaviour of the surface absorption is in accordance

with the above conclusion on the volume integral. The empirical
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Table 4.11 Isoscalar and Isovector potential strengths from the

fixed-geometry fits (values in MeV).

FGGel = fixed geometry Ge isotopes

FGGe2 = fixed geometry Ge isotopes direct fit

FGSel = fixed geometry Se isotopes

FGSe2 = fixed geometry Se isotopes direct fit

FG1 = data from FGGel and FGSel except /uGe

FG2 = data from FGGel and FGSel with £<0.13

FG3 = data from FGGel and FGSel with £>0.13

GeSel = fixed geometry Ge and Se isotopes

GeSe2 = fixed geometry Ge and Se isotopes direct fit

GeSe3 = data from GeSel with £<0.13

GeSe4 = data from GeSel with 5>0.13

GeSe5 = fixed geometry Ge and Se isotopes direct fit £<0.13

GeSe6 = fixed geometry Ge and Se isotopes direct fit £>0.13

Fit

FGGel

FGGe2

FGSel

FGSe2

FG1

FG2

FG3

GeSel

GeSe2

GeSe3

GeSe4

GeSe5

GeSe6

Vr0

51.8(1.3)

51.8(0.4)

49.3(1.4)

50.3(1.0)

51.0(0.7)

51.1(1.6)

50.8(1.9)

45.0(1.7)

Vrl

5.0(10.3)

3.6( 1.8)

18.4(10.5)

10.5( 4.0)

6.9( 5.7)

5.8(12.8)

11.2(28.4)

47.3(89.4)

Ws0

5.2(0.5)

4.8(0.2)

6.1(0.2)

6.3(2.0)

6.2(0.1)

5.5(0.6)

4.9(0.2)

3.7(0.7)

4.4(0.9)

W
si

13.0(

16.8(

7.6(

5.4(

6.6(

10.7(

15.9(

3.8)

3.8)

1.7)

8.3)

0.9)

4.8)

5.2)

28.0(29.7)

17.8(14.3)

Vso0

6.7(1.2)

6.1(0.7)

6.5(2.6)

5.4(2.2)

9.2(0.5)

12.2(2.1)

6.5(1.0)

6.1(0.2)

8.8(0.6)

11.3(2.1)

8.5(1.5)

13.2(2.8)

Vsol
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Figure 4.6 Potential depths from fixed-geometry optical-model

potential fits as a function of ? » (N-Z)/A. The real

central depths are corrected for the average Coulomb

energy V^ = V r - 0.4 Z/A
1/3.

The dots corresponds to the Ge isotopes, the triangles to

the Se isotopes, the squares to calculated values derived

from Kailas and Gupta (77Kai).

FG = fixed geometry for one element,

GeSe » fixed geometry for Ge and Se.
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formula of Kailas and Gupta (77Kai) works well and has been used to

calculate the absorption strength. The calculated values of W have
s

been put into figure 4.6 as squares. There is an overall agreement,

when the estimated error of 2.5 in the calculated points is taken into

account. The figure labeled with GeSe gives the impression that the

point at £=0.086 (70Ge) seems to have a too low value in comparison

with the other points. With the calculated points next to it, the

point at £=0.111 (7^Se) has a too large value.

The large error in the isovector part of the spin-orbit strength

is now easily explained. The V shows a linear dependence on £, but

has a jump at a value of 5=0.13. The regularity in the data points

displayed in figure 4.6 is remarkable, since our results indicated

that the spin-orbit effects are rather independent from the

corresponding shape of the spin-orbit potential. Possibly the

correlation with tho other parameters masked this effect in earlier

analyses. The jump in the spin-orbit strength is even more surprising,

especially that it appears for Ge between N=40 and N=42. Some other

effects appearing at the same place - (p,t) and (t,p) results for the

0* state (77Gul2, 78Ve03) - have been explained as a change in nuclear

structure, connected to the closure of the 2p .. neutron subshell. If

this is true, the same effect should be displayed also by the Se

isotopes. These, however, show the jump between N=44 and N=46. There

must be a special coupling of tne two extra protons to the neutrons. A

subshell closure at N»40 is anyhow excluded.

In order to be sure that the effects mentioned above are real and

not artificial as a result from the independent analysis of the data,

we fitted the isovector and isoscalar strengths directly on all data

for £<0.13 and £>0.13 with the programme OPTIMO according to the

equations (4.3). The final results are listed in table 4.11. These are

essentially the same values as found in the independent analyses. So

we may conclude that this effect is real. A confirmation of this we

find in the recent study of Sen et al. (85SeO5), who found a similar

change in the elastic vector-analysing-power data of polarized

deuterons and protons. They think it not to be an indication of ground

state shape but more the result of effects of target excitation on

elastic scattering.

The best way to obtain the isospin dependence is to evaluate

proton and neutron scattering data together. This is difficult in our
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case, since we did not perform neutron scattering experiments and

since data in the literature are scarce for an incident neutron energy

a'- . o Mev. From the compilation in tables 4.3 and 4.6 we see that

there are only two experiments for Se (76Lal2), (84KuO9) and none for

the Ge isotopes. The work of Kurup et al. (84KuO9) is a complement to

and an extension of the earlier work of Lachkar et al. (76Lal2). The

latter found anomalous values of the isovector potential: a too small

value of V f l (9.3 MeV) and a too large value of W g l (43 MeV). Kurup et

al. could explain this as due to the neglect of strong-coupling

effects in the computations» When optical potentials are derived from

coupled-channels calculations with strong couplings to excited states,

hese anomalies are removed. The final values of the isovector

s rengths (20 MeV) are more in accordance with the predictions. The

problems we encounter in extracting the isovector parts may well have

the same cause. Our values are, however, in all cases too small, with

one remarkable fact: for the Ge isotopes V is almost zero and U
rl si

has almost the right value while for the Se isotopes it is just the

other way around. Whether this can be repaired with coupled-channels

calculations is doubtful.

4.4.4 Generalized-optical-model search

As described above we next performed a generalized-optical-model

search with two models (see figure 4.7):

- the harmonic vibrator model (for 0+, 2+ and 3~),

- the symmetric rotator model (for 0+, 2+ and 4+)

The grid search was started with global deformation parameters

deduced either from a DWBA or coupled-channels calculation or from the

literature. Since an optical-model search with three strongly coupled

channels is much more (computer) time consuming then with one channel

(approximately quadratically with the number of channels), we tried to

start with deformation strengths that were as near as possible in the

neighbourhood of the "real" values. So generally we needed not more

than 9 calculations for the variation of the deformation parameters.

Especially the computations with the symmetric-rotator model are very

expensive: about a factor of two as compared to the vibrator model.

Already in an early stage the values obtained from DWBA analyses

appeared to be considerably larger then the final values from coupled-

channels calculations and therefore provided no good startirg values.
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Table 4.12a Best-fit generalized-optical-model parameters for the Ge

isotopes with the volume absorption set to 2.21 MeV (from

(69Bec)). Coulomb radius r =1.25 fm. Each first line
c

giyes the parameters, the second line the errors in these

parameters deduced from the fit. An asterisk indicates a

fit in which r and a have been handled separately.

VM1 » first-order harmonic-vibrator model,

VM2 = second-order harmonic-vibrator model,

SRM = symmetric-rotator model.

Ge V r a W r. a. V r a v2/N Model
r r r s i i so so so A

(MeV) (fm) (fm) (MeV) (fm) (fm) (Mev) (fm) (fm)

70 54.56 1.15 0.75 5.03 1.32 0.69 6.04 0.92 0.63 11.31 VM1

0.88 0.05 0.02 0,23 0.08 0.02 0.30 0.09 0.06

53.90 1.15 0.68 4.87 1.31 0.68 5.93 0.95 0.58 17.51 VM2 *

0.35 0.01 0.01 0.19 0.09 0.01 0.11 0.10 0.04

56.00 1.14 0.72 5.92 1.28 0.66 6.64 0.89 0.70 13.92 SRM

0.93 0.05 0.02 0.32 0.06 0.03 0.38 0.11 0.06

72 54.64 l.i.o 0.70 4.99 1.28 0.76 5.87 0.95 0.75 32.24 VM1

1.38 0.08 0.03 0.49 0.16 0.05 0.46 0.20 0.09

54.91 1.16 0.62 4.92 1.27 0.74 5.79 1.14 0.56 33.35 VM2 *

0.54 0.01 0.02 0.30 0.13 0.01 0.25 0.15 0.05

54.91 1.15 0.68 5.24 1.22 0.82 6.51 0.97 0.72 50.84 SRM

1.34 0.06 0.03 1.03 0.10 0.06 0.42 0.16 0.07

to be continued
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Table 4.12a Best-fit generalized-optical-model parameters for the Ge

Isotopes (continued).

Ge v r a W r. a, V r a x2/N Model
r r r s 1 i so so so A

(MeV) (fm) (fm) (MeV) (fm) (fm) (Mev) (fm) (fm)

74 52.12 1.18 0.71 5.58 1.28 0.69 6.48 0.92 0.69 16.03 VM1

1.02 0.07 0.02 0.44 0.09 0.04 0.37 0.10 0.08

52.34 1.17 0.64 5.23 1.28 0.69 6.54 0.92 0.65 23.51 VM2 *

0.50 0.01 0.01 0.22 0.10 0.01 0.39 0.10 0.06

56.30 l.xi 0.73 5.98 1.32 0.64 7.19 0.86 0.65 19.11 SRM

1.21 0.08 0.02 0.57 0.12 0.03 0.23 0.13 0.08

76 54.38 1.13 0.72 4.73 1.41 0.74 5.49 0.87 0.55 14.53 VM1 *

0.61 0.01 0.02 0.28 0.12 0.01 0.40 0.12 0.08

54.37 1.13 0.69 4.63 1.40 0.73 5.76 0.91 0.54 16.83 VM2 *

0.56 0.01 0.02 0.31 0.13 0.01 0.29 0.12 0.08

58.90 1.06 0.78 5.10 1.48 0.65 6.33 0.80 0.45 13.00 SRM

2.28 0.14 0.04 0.25 0.18 0.03 0.42 0.13 0.05
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Table 4.12b Best-fit generalized-optical-model parameters for the Se

isotopes with the volume absorption set to 2.21 MeV (from

(69Bec)). Coulomb radius r =1.25 fm. Each first line

gives the parameters, the second line the errors in these

parameters deduced from the fit. An asterisk indicates a

fit in which r and a. have been handled separately.

VM1 = first-order harmonic-vibrator model;

VM2 = second-order harmonic-vibrator model;

SRM = symmetric-rotator model.

Se V r a W r. a, V r a xz/N Model
r r r s l i so so so A

(MeV) (fm) (fm) (MeV) (fm) (fm) (Mev) (fm) (fm)

76 51.04 1.20 0.69 5.86 1.26 0.69 5.54 1.03 0.67 19.98 VM1

1.33 0.09 0.03 0.72 0.14 0.06 0.36 0.20 0.08

51.72 1.19 0.65 5.64 1.23 0.69 6.50 1.00 0.78 22.51 VM2 *

0.43 0.01 0.01 0.20 0.08 0.01 0.35 0.18 0.07

53.03 1.17 0.69 8.37 1.28 0.55 5.22 1.05 0.50 23.00 SRM

1.28 0.07 0.03 0.73 0.07 0.03 0.60 0.17 0.15

78 54.16 1.13 0.72 4.59 1.42 0.73 5.86 0.81 0.58 24.05 VM1

0.50 0.09 0.02 0.26 0.09 0.02 0.39 0.09 0.07

54.97 1.13 0.67 4.65 1.36 0.72 5.58 0.83 0.52 29.07 VM2 *

0.56 0.01 0.02 0.32 0.13 0.01 0.41 0.10 0.10

58.21 1.08 0.76 5.29 1.44 0.65 6.39 0.76 0.50 19.40 SRM

0.84 0.05 0.02 0.28 0.11 0.01 0.36 0.10 0.05

80 54.36 1.15 0.78 6.28 1.29 0.74 5.99 0.96 0.74 13.71 VM1

0.75 0.05 0.02 0.32 0.07 0.02 0.24 0.13 0.06

54.19 1.15 0.72 6.25 1.26 0.74 6.03 0.96 0.75 17.40 VM2 *

0.30 0.01 0.01 0.14 0.05 0.01 0.26 0.11 0.06

56.43 1.12 0.77 6.73 1.28 0.72 6.17 0.94 0.72 13.15 SRM

0.76 0.04 0.02 0.34 0.06 0.02 0.25 0.13 0.06
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Table 4.13 Comparxson of volume integrals, rms radii and reaction

cross sections (o ) of generalized optical models.
3T63.C

VMl = first-order vibrator model,

VM2 = second-order vibrator model,

SRM = symmetric-rotator model.

A

Ge

70

72

74

76

Se

76

78

80

fit

VMl

VM2

SRM

VMl

VM2

SRM

VMl

VM2

SRM

VMl

VM2
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Figure 4.7 The coupling schemes for the generallzed-optical-model

searches: a. vibrator model and b. rotator model.

So we discarded the further use of deformation parameters deduced from

DWBA analyses.

The results of the generalized-optical-model parameters for the

deformation parameters deduced are given in tables 4.12. In the

generalized-optical-model searches we found that for some combinations

of (5 , 0 and of (3,, 3̂ . unphysical values for all potential parameters

resulted. This is probably caused by the well known ambiguities V .rn

and W .a.. In such cases a fit was performed first with r and a.

fixed to reasonable values and varying V and W , while afterwards r

and a. were adjusted to obtain the agreement with the data. Parameters

obtained in such a manner are marked with an asterisk in table 4.12.

The errors as quoted in table 4.12 are the combined results of the two

fits. It seems that in such an analysis the errors deduced are in

general smaller than in the normal fit of all 10 parameters. This is

due to missing correlations between r and a. and the other potential

parameters.

The grid search with the vibrator model was performed in a first-

order approach. The parameters belonging to the second-order model

were found by fitting the optical potential with the final values of

the deformation parameters of the first-order calculation. The reason

for this was that we found the above-mentioned ambiguities to be

present especially in the second-order calculations but that only

minor differences showed up in the resulting deformation parameters

between first-order and second-order calculations.
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The extraction of suitable values of 3 2
 ani* S3 in the vibrator

model and of B~ •"'"' t n e rotator model with the corresponding optical

potentials is straightforward be it with some minor difficulties. On

the other hand the extraction of a good value of 3 4 is a notorious

problem. As stated before the 4+ cross section is rather

structureless. Moreover it appeared in our analyses that the slopes of

experimental data and calculated curves are often very much different-

As extra complication we have some doublets of 4+ and 0+ states which

had not been resolved experimentally. Furthermore the calculated

magnitude already exceeds for $^=0 the experimental strengths; a

feature that is hard to repair through introduction of 8^ deformation
2

since its value should be small (P^ in the order of $2)' One could

reduce the values of 62 by 0.02 or 0.03 (=10%) to obtain better

agreement for the A+ state but then the strength of the 2+ state is

underestimated completely. In view of our arguments for the

generalized-optical-model approach we think this a methodologically

bad approach. For the determination of the g value we always first

determined the B 2 value from the 2
+ state (since the influence of the

f5. on the 2 + cross section is only small) and tried next to find a

value for 2^. Our analysing-power data provide in this respect some

help since the sign of &k will influence the results of the

calculations. A negative sign will modify the pattern. Connected with

the difficulties of finding a good value of Sk is of course also the

corresponding optical potential. Fortunately the value of the 3^ is

only of minor importance and the impact on the resulting potential is

smalij since the potential is mainly determined by the (large) B2

deformation.

The values of the potential parameters appear to be different

from the values in tables 4.8. The most distinct difference is of

course in the absorptive potential, where W as well as a. are

smaller. But also the real potential is slightly affected, where?.s the

spin-orbit potential exhibits only minor changes. Also very distinct

is the difference between the vibrator and the rotator potentials, as

might be expected. From this result it is confirmed that explicit

inclusion of strong couplings lead to a different optical potential

and that normal optical-model parameters are incorrect in coupled-

channels calculations with strongly excited states i.e. large

deformation parameters.

The volume integrals from these searches, presented in table 4.13
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actually show the same differences with the previous results from

section 4.4.2 (table 4.10). The volume integral of the absorptive

potential is about 20 MeV.fm3 lower, i.e. 17%. That is not so

surprising since these couplings explicitly account for the loss of

flux. The volume integrals of the real and the spin-orbit parts have,

as expected, about the same value as previously and this also holds

for the corresponding rms radii.

The results we found for the deformation parameters are listed in

tables 4.14. A first comparison of our values with literature shows a

good agreement. The differences are small and more or less within the

error intervals. A further discussion on the details of our

deformation parameters and other quantities deduced from these will be

given in the next section.

4.5 Inelastic scattering

Having obtained the deformation parameters together with the

optical potential we can go on with the analyses of other inelastic

channels. First we performed, on the basis of these deformation

parameters, paraweter-free calculations with the vibrator model and

the asymmetric-rotator model. The vibrator calculations are so-called

pure two-phonon calculations. No new parameters enter in these.

Since the pure two-phonon character is seldom encountered (except for

the 0+ state), we afterwards added a one-phonon contribution for the

2± and the 4+ state (see coupling scheme in figure 4.8). This results

in two extra parameters: the one-phonon 3' and the mixing angle $ •
J J

The calculations were performed according to the prescription in

section 2.2.4. The resulting parameters are listed in table 4.14.

In the asymmetric-rotator model we used the deformation

parameters and the optical potential deduced from the symmetric-

rotator model, though this might not be completely adequate for the

asymmetric-rotator model. For these calculations one additional

parameter is needed: the asymmetry y. For the Se isotopes we obtained

its value from Lhe ratio of the excitation energies of the 2+ and 2+

states (see table 4.15). For the Ge isotopes this is not possible

since all ratios are smaller than 2. The value of y for these nuclides

was obtained from the ratio of the B(E2) values (see table 2.1b). It

seems that a value of approximately 27" is appropriate for all
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nuclides under study- This is in accordance with the expectation Y=3 0 °

for vibrational nuclei as expressed in section 2.2.3.

J+

2+

0+ , 1

P2

02

PB

Figure 4.8 The coupling scheme for a mixed state of one-phonon and

two-phonon nature.

In figures 4.9-4.15 we present the results of the vibrator

calculations together with the experimental data. In each figure four

curves have been drawn:

- a pure two-phonon calculation with the first-order as well as with

t h e second-order vibrator model,

- a calculation in wich the 2+ and 4+ states are mixed with a one-

phonon contribution, again with the first-order as well as with the

second-order vibrator model.

These figures give rise to the following remarks:

i. The ground state.

Since we performed generalized-optical-model searches this state

should be represented very well. This is indeed the case for the

first-order calculations. In the second-order we still notice a

decrease of the cross section in the backward angular region.

This is after all not so surprising. In this kind of calculations

more couplings enter. Especially the direct excitation of a two-

phonon component will influence the ground state particulary in

the backward angular region.

ii. The 2+ and the 3~ states.

These states, which have been included in the generalized-

optical-model approach should be also represented very well. This

is indeed the case for the first-order calculations. In second-
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Table 4.14a Comparison with previous proton-scattering analyses of

the Ge isotopes.

BF = Best-fit optical potential,

BG = Becchetti-Greenlees global potential,

CC = coupled-channels potential fit,

VM1 = first-order vibrator model (this work),

VM2 = second-order vibrator model (this work),

SRM = symmetric-rotator model (this work).
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Y
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24.
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.6

.2

,6

5

0
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7OCuO3

85SeO5

VM1-SRM

VM2

7OCuO3

85SeO5

VM1-SRM
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7OCuO3

82Tal6

85SeO5

VM1-SRM

VM2

7OCuO3

83Ra32

85SeO5

VM1-SRM
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Table 4.14b Comparison with previous proton-scattering analyses of

the Se isotopes.

BF = Best-fit optical potential,

CC = coupled-channels potential fir,

VM1 = first-order vibrator model (this work),

VM2 =* second-order vibrator model (this work),

SRM = symmetric-rotator model (this work).

Se OM

Harmonic vibrator (A)symmetric rotator

ÏZ2 Ref.

76 BF 0.28 0.16

CC 0.281

CC 0.26 0.15

CC 0.28 0.17

(0.01)(0

CC 0.28 0.17

78 BF 0.24 0.18

CC 0.256

CC 0.24 0.14

CC 0.26 0.17

(0.01K

CC 0.26 0.17

80 BF 0.21 0.17

CC 0.196

CC 0.21 0.14

CC 0.21 0.17

(0.01)0

CC 0.21 0.17

0.085 5 0.049 51

OO2)(3)(O.O1O)(1

0.085 16 0.046 46

(0.001)(2)(0

0.014 65 0.267 0.012

0.308 0.040 24.

0.28 0.012 24.2

(0.01) (0.010)

0.078 13 0.042 28

.001)(3)(0.008)(4)

0.094 57 0.015 24

(O.O12)(2)(O

0.002 60 0.255 0.001

0.264 0.027 24.

0.26 0.001 24.5

(0.01) (0.010)

-0.026 45 0.194 -0.034

0.229 0.013 24.5

0.22 -0.025 22.8

(0.01) (0.010)

0.082 57 -0.020 79

020)(5)(0.011)(9)

0.065 30 -0.051 53

(0.005)(8)(0.009)(4)

79Ma28

83Ma59

84DeOl

VM1-3RM

VM2

79Ma28

83Ma59

84De01

VM1-SRM

VM2

79Ma28

83Ma59

84DeOl

VM1-SRM

VM2

Remark: In the analysis of 84De01 P /0 -1.22 and r -1.21 fm is used
so r c

in all calculations.
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Table 4.15 Calculated values of the parameter y in the Davydov- .

Filippov model of the asymmetric rotator.

Excitation energies from adopted levels in Nuclear Data

Sheets (84Sin, 81Sin, 82Sin).

Reduced transition probabilities B(E2) from Lecomte et al.

(80Le24).

Se E(22)/E(2j) Y

(degree)

76 2.175 26.73

78 2.132 27.16

80 2.175 26.73

B(E2,2
Ge B ( E 2 2 ^ ) B ( E 2 2 O )

,22+0)
(e2b2) (e2b2) (degree)

70 3.57(0.06) 0.026(0.020) 135(104) 28.0(^'*)

72 4.18(0.06) 0.019(0.008) 220( 93) 28.5(^^]

74 6.09(0.06) 0.13 (0.05 ) 47( 18) 26.7(^9)

76 5.56(0.06) 0.17 (0.03 ) 32.7(5.8) 26.o£?'*)
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order we immediately see the influence of the extra coupling

terms. A closer look reveals a contradiction. Whereas the 2+

state is improved in the backward angular region (clearly visible

in the analysing power) by the second-order vibrator model, the

3~ state is described worse: there is a shift of the pattern

towards larger angles in the analysing-power figures. This is

probably due to couplings from the 3" state towards the "two-

phonon" states which disturb the agreement,

iii. The 0+ states.

If a state exhibits a two-phonon character then it should be the

0± state, since a mixing of one-phonon character is excluded. In

the set of nuclides we have studied there are four nuclides,

which have 0+ states in energy resolved from other states: 7 uGe,

72Ge, 76Ge and 76Se. Unfortunately, however, the intensity in the

case of 76Ge was not measurable, so we are left with three

reasonable data sets. It must be remarked that also for these

nuclides the intensities were low (some data points have a cross

section less then 0.01 mb/sr) and this is reflected in the rather

large error bars* Nevertheless these states show a distinct

pattern, for the cross section as well as for the analysing

power. Having this in mind we must conclude to a remarkable

agreement of the calculations in the second-order vibrator model

in view of the fact that in these calculations no free parameter

enters. Especially the minima in the cross section at about 120°

and 150° are also found in the calculations. But also the

analysing power has a good agreement for angles beyond 60°. For

70Ge and 72Ge even the absolute magnitude of the cross section is

right. Only in 76Se the magnitude is about a factor 5 too high.

This cannot be repaired by lowering the value of 62. So we must

conclude that some interference terms are missing. The first-

order results are in all cases unsatisfactory: the diffraction

pattern in the cross section is not described correctly, the

results of the calculations even being completely out of phase

with the data. This means that the direct-excitation component

not present here is responsible for the improvement when doing

second-order calculations.
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Figure 4.9 Elastic and inelastic polarized-proton scattering from
7"Ge. The curves represent vibrator-model calculations
with S2-0.22 and 03-O.22.

full * first-order: pure one- and two-phonon,

dashed * first-order: 2+ and 4+ states mixed,

dotted • second-order: pure one- and two-phonon,

dot-dashed « second-order: 2+ and 4+ states mixed.
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72Ge(p,p')72Ge; E » 22.3 MeV
P
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Figure 4.10 Elastic acid inelastic polarized-proton scattering from
72Ge. The curves represent vibrator-model calculations

with 62-0.25 and P3»0.23.

full « first-order: pure one- and two-phonon,

dashed » first-order: 2+ and 4+" states mixed,

dotted • second-order: pure one- and two-phonon,

dot-dashed » second-order: 2+ and 4+ states mixed.
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Figure A.11 Elastic and inelastic polarlzed-proton scattering from
7>*Ge. The curves represent vibrator-model calculations

with 62»0.28 and 03=O.15. The unresolved doublet of 4+

and 0+ is shown with the sum of the contributions,

full » first-order: pure one- and two-phonon,

dashed =• first-order: 2+ and 4+ states mixed,

dotted » second-order: pure one- and two-phonon,

dot-dashed » second-order: 2+ and 4+ states mixed.
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76Ge(p,p')76Ge; E = 22.3 MeV
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Figure 4.12 Elastic and inelastic polarized-proton scattering from
76Ge. The curves represent vibrator-model calculations

with 62=0.25 and e3=0.V3.

full = first-order: pure one- and two-phonon,

dashed » first-order: 2+ and 4+ states mixed,

dotted * second-order: pure one- and two-phonon,

dot-dashed » second-order: 2+ and 4+ states mixed.
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Figure 4.13 Elastic and Inelastic polarized-proton scattering from

76Se. The curves represent vibrator-model calculations

with 02=Q.28 and 03=O.17.

full • first-order: pure one- and two-phonon,

dashed » first-order: 2+ and 4+ states mixed,

dotted - second-order: pure one- and two-phonon,

dot-dashed • second-order: 2+ and 4+ states mixed.
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Figure 4.14 Elastic and inelastic polarized-proton scattering from

78Se. The curves represent vibrator-model calculations

with B2*0«26 and 63-0.17. The unresolved doublet of 0+

and 4+ is shown with the sum of the contributions,

full » first-order: pure one- and two-phonon,

dashed * first-order: 2+ and 4+ states mixed,

dotted • second-order: pure one- and two-phonon,

dot-dashed « second-order: 2+ and 4+ states mixed.
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Figure 4.15 Elastic and inelastic polarized-proton scattering from
8"Se. The curves represent vibrator-model calculations

with 62»0.21 and £3-0.17. The unresolved doublet of 2+

and 0+ is shown with the sum of the contributions,

full " first-order: pure one- and two-phonon,

dashed • first-order: 2+ and 4+ states mixed,

dotted » second-order: pure one- and two-phonon,

dot-dashed - second-order: 2+ and 4+ states mixed.
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iv. The 2+ states.

These are the first states where we can test the influence of

admixing a one-phonon component. The pure two-phonon calculations

in general do not give a good agreement. By adding this one-

phonon component the description seems to ameliorate, anyhow the

magnitude of the calculated cross section and also the phasing

shows a better agreement. A preference for first- or second-order

vibrator model can not be concluded to. Still, there are some

discrepancies e.g. the 2+ state in 70Ge is not reproduced well.

v. The 4+ states.

The conclusions for the 2i states are also valid for the 4+

states. The two-phonon calculations usually give the cross

section a too high value. By introducing a one-phonon component,

which gives a destructive contribution, a better value will be

obtained. Also here it is difficult to draw firm conclusions.

The results of the calculations for the symmetric- and

asymmetric-rotator are presented in figures 4.16-4.22. In these

figures only three states are given: 2+, 2+ and 4+. The ground state

has been omitted because it is well represented by the calculations,

as might be expected. The 3~ and the 0+ states are not given since the

(a)symmetric rotator model does not incorporate such states. There is

a prescription of Davydov and Chaban (60Dav), which introduces 6

vibrations in the asymmetric-rotator model, but it is hard to use this

in a coupled-channels approach. Delaroche et al. (84De01) assumed

instead - as an approximation - that the excited 0+ state couples to

the lower states in the same way as the ground state does. But the

single case of 76Se in reference 84De01 showed a large discrepancy

between the experimental points and the calculated curve, the latter

being about 7 times larger in magnitude and completely out of phase.

So we discarded this possibility.

In the figures there are three curves, representing one

symmetric-rotator calculation and two based on an asymmetric rotator.

We started all asymmetric-rotator calculations with a value of Y = 2 7 ° ,

since the sensitivity of the 2+ and 4+ states to a small variation of

y (+1° or -1") is hardly noticeable. In a further calculation we

allowed only the value of y for the 2+ state to be different from the

one for the 2f and the 4+ states. This procedure was also used by
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Ramstein et al. (83Ra32) and by Delaroche et al. (84De01) to improve

the agreement between data and calculations for the 2+ state. The

values resulting from our analyses are given in table 4.14 in the

column under "^22*

An inspection of these results gives rise to the following

remarks:

i. The 2+ states.

The description of the 2+ state in the rotator models is good.

The difference between symmetric- and asymmetric-rotator results

can hardly be seen in the cross sections and is of minor

significance in the analysing powers. This is a confirmation of

our assumption that a generalized optical potential derived with

a symmetric rotator can be used for the asymmetric rotator,

whenever the admixing of components to the wave functions of the

ground state band is small. The resulting cross sections are on

the same level of agreement as for the vibrator or even slightly

better (e.g. the local maximum at 60s is reproduced more

closely). The analysing powers are somewhat worse. Especially the

miminum predicted at 120° is absent in most cases. The curves

resulting from the symmetric-rotator calculations are also in

disagreement with the data at other angles,

ii. The 4+ states.

The description of the 4+ channels ranges from reasonable to

poor. We encountered the above-mentioned difficulties of

different slopes of the experimental and calculated curves. A

sharp minimum at about 120° for 72Ge, 7 6Ge, 78Se was not

reproduced by the calculations. Such an effect was already

observed in earlier measurements on the Zn isotopes (83Moo). More

important are the discrepancies between calculated and measured

analysing power in the backward angular region (>100°). The

accuracy of the data is poor in most cases, due to the small

cross section, but even so there is a difference in sign.

Whereas in general the experiments give a positive analysing

power, the results of the calculations give an overall negative

sign. The differences between the three rotator calculations are

in most cases small, so that an Improvement cannot be acquired by

applying small changes to y. Comparing these with the vibrator

results we must conclude that there is a preference for an
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Figure 4.16 Inelastic polarized-proton scattering from 7üGe. The

curves represent rotator-model calculations with g =0.22,

and 0^0.025.

full - asymmetric rotator Tf22--y»27°,

dashed = asymmetric rotator Y 2 2«28.6
O and T"27°,

dotted » symmetric rotator.
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Figure 4.17 Inelastic polarized-proton scattering from 72Ge. The

curves represent rotator-model calculations with g2=0.25,

and g^—0.010.

full « asymmetric rotator Y22*Y
=27O,

dashed » asymmetric rotator y2Z»«27.2
0 and y»27°,

dotted » symmetric rotator.
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Figure 4.18 Inelastic polarized proton scattering from 7hGe. The

curves represent rotator model calculations with g=0.27,

and 0J, =-0.015. The unresolved doublet of 4 + and 0+ is

shown with a 4+ calculation only,

full " asymmetric rotator y^fyll">

dashed - asymmetric rotator Y22*
25*6° a n d Y"27°,

dotted * symmetric rotator.
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Figure 4.19 Inelastic polarized-proton scattering from 7bGe. The

60 90 120 150 160

curves represent rotator-model calculations with g =0.25,

and g =0.020.

full - asymmetrie rotator Y 2 2=Y=27°,

dashed » asymmetrie rotator Y 2 2*26»0° and Y*27°,

dotted » symmetrie rotator.
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Figure 4.20 Inelastic polarized-proton scattering from 7 bSe. The

curves represent rotator-model calculations with g =0.28,

and B 4 = 0 . 0 1 2 .

full = asymmetric rotator Y 2 2 = Y = 2 7 ° ,

dashed » asymmetric rotator y22=24.2
o and Y=27°,

dotted = symmetric rotator.
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Figure 4.21 Inelastic polarized-proton scattering from 7aSe. The

curves represent rotator-model calculations with g =0.26,

and 64=O.OO1. The unresolved doublet of 0
+ and 4+ is

shown with a 4+ calculation only.

full = asymmetric rotator Y 2 2 = Y
= 2 7 ° ,

dashed = asymmetric rotator Y22=24.2° and Y=27°,

dotted = symmetric rotator.
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Figure 4.22 Inelastic polarized-proton scattering from 8 0Se. The

curves represent rotator-model calculations with g =0.22,

and 3,, =-0.025. The unresolved doublet of 2 + and 0 + is

shown with a 2+ calculation only.

full » asymmetric rotator V22*^*27°>

dashed - asymmetric rotator Y22»22.8° and y27°,

dotted " symmetric rotator.
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interpretation in terms of a vibrator, mainly because of the

analysing power,

iii. 2+ states.

In contrast to the 2f and 4+ states the results of these

calculations were, with the exception of the Y22 fi-
ts> parameter

free. The pure asymmetric rotator results are in general in

disagreement with the measured cross section. The diffraction

pattern is, however, in agreement with the experiments so that

the analysing power as a relative quantity also shows this same

agreement. Fitting of Y z z gives an improvement in the magnitude

of the cross section, and also the description of the analysing

power ameliorates. Very good agreement was obtained for 8 USe, so

good that we safely may conclude that the contribution of the 0+

state in this unresolved doublet must be very small. In general

the Y Z2
 f i t s provide a better description for the 2+ states than

the corresponding mixed-phonon vibrator calculations. The

agreement between the data and the results of the calculations is

for the cross section as good as or even better than the vibrator

ones, the analysing powers are certainly better represented by

the asymmetric rotator model.

4.6 Discussion and conclusions

In section 2.2.5 we discussed the relations (2.29) between

deformation parameters resulting from different kinds of transitions.

In tables 4.3 and 4.6 we have given the experiments which should

provide the information to test these.

First, however, we want Co make a remark about four experiments

namely the work of Matoba et al. (79Ma28), Matsuki et al. (83Ma59),

Tamisier et al. (82Tal6) and Ramstein et al. (83Ra32). These

experiments have in common that the experimental data were obtained by

using a magnetic spectrograph, thus providing well-resolved spectra.

This instrument is also the cause of one important shortcoming: the

data are limited to the angular range of 0°-100°. In contrast to

experiments with semiconductor detectors data points could be measured

at rather forward angles (<15°) thus making them very suitable for

extracting deformation parameters. The lack of data in the angular

range of IOC-ISO" inevitably influences the final results. For
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instance in the studies of Tamisier et al. and Ramstein et al. the

global potential of Becchetti and Greenlees (69Bec) was found suitable

for the analysis of inelastic scattering, whereas we had to reject

this potential because of the discrepancies showing up at angles

larger than 70° (see figures 4.4).

In tables 4.14 we have listed our results together with the

parameters published for other proton scattering experiments. In the

previous section 4.4.5 we already concluded to a good agreement. A

closer inspection of the numbers reveals that the agreement is the

best for the Se isotopes. For the Ge isotopes the present results

agree well with the data of the Orsay collaboration (82Tal6, 83Ra32),

but there are some differences between the analyses of Curtis et al.

(7OCuO3) and (more recently) of Sen et al. (85Se05) and ours. This

might be due to the lower incident energ. in both these experiments:

14.5 MeV and 11.5 MeV, respectively. At these energies there might be

still some influence of compound reactions. Also some effect from the

proximity of the Coulomb barrier (approximately 8.7 MeV) cannot be

excluded.

Another disagreement can be found in the extracted values of tht-

one-phonon admixture: the deformation parameter and the corresponding

mixing angle. The agreement in the deformation parameters of tht one-

phonon contribution is reasonable, but the mixing angles are

completely different. Whereas the results of the Orsay collaboration

indicate a small one-phonon admixture (approximately 30%), our results

tend to a small two-phonon part, especially for the the 2± state. The

discrepancies we already found between first- and second-order

vibrator model raise the question of the correctness of the procedure

for extracting these parameters. We think that extraction is too much

model dependent to attribute any signifance to these parameters,

anyway for the mixing angle.

We have already discussed extensively the extraction of B^

parameters in a rotator model and the corresponding difficulties.

Delaroche et al. encountered the same problems. Also their analysing-

power data had a sign opposite to that resulting from the

calculations. The values quoted in table 4.14b are given by Delaroche

et al. as supplying the best overall agreement. If only the forward

angular range is considered a value of f$4»0 was also possible. They

concluded from this that also the extraction of B^ is highly model
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dependent. We, for our part, do not confirm this conclusion. The

extraction of the 6^ parameter is indeed difficult and the final value

will inherently bear a large error, but its value is determinable: the

fair agreement with Matsuki et il. (83Ma59) and Ramstein et al.

(83Ra32) confirms this.

The parameter Y22 *-
s t'le l a s t °f this series. The extraction is

rather easy and it can be obtained without ambiguities. Our results

are nearly the same as those of Delaroche et al. and of Ramstein et

al. In most cases the value of Y22
 w e find is smaller than the normal

Y for the 2+ and the 4+ states, except for 70Ge and 72Ge. There is a

gradual decrease going from 70Ge to 76Ge. This indicates again the

change of character between 72Ge and 7"*Ge when we take y=27° as

normal. This gradual decrease is continued in the Se isotopes. The

question arises what meaning we should attribute to a value of Y22

differing from the normal one. We think that it is an indication of

the softness of the nucleus. The more the difference between y and

Y??» t n e m o r e shape variations will occur. A final conclusion is here

on in order: whatever the shape of the Se and Ge nuclides may be, it

is not axially symmetric, certainly in the excited states.

Whereas we found a reasonable agreement between our deformation

parameters and results from the literature, we shall now also include

other types of transitions in the discussion. In the tables 4.16 we

quote the results of relevant earlier experiments. In some cases these

have been given as deformation parameters 3 or in other cases as

deformation lengths BR. In all cases we tried to extract the other

quantity, and also to calculate the corresponding multipole moment,

when sufficient information was available. Especially the data from

(d,d') and of (a,a') experiments are of importance, since these are

not influenced by the difference in interaction strength between like

and unlike nucleons. Neutron scattering data are complementary to

those of proton scattering, but were only available for the Se

isotopes. The following empirical relations appear:

Ge: e,,, < g < B ,
dd' em pp'

Se: 8 < g , < 0 , < & ,
em pp' aa' nn'

The deformation lengths (when available) give essentially the same

relations. In the case of the Se isotopes this confirms the
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Table 4.16a Quadrupole and octupole deformation parameters

and deformation lengths, and nuclear qua^rupole and

octupole moments in a vibrational context.

VM1 = this work: first-order vibrator model,

VM2 = this work: second-order vibrator model,

CE = Coulomb excitation.

reaction

(MeV)
H

(fm) (e fm2)

03 &3R <l30

(fm) (e fm3)

Ref.

70Ge

(P.P1)

(P.P1)

(P.P')

(P.P')

(P.P')

(d.d')

(d.d')

(d.d')

CE

22

22

11

14

11

8

16

16

.3

.3

.5

.5

0.22

0.22

0.202

0.22

0.18

0.17

0.17

0.19

0.204

1.043

1.043

0.962

1.124

0.953

0.809

0.806

0.822

0.967

-52.6

-51.0

-49.7

-57.5

-50.1

-39.7

-39.0

-39.0

-42.4

CE

(P.P')

(P.P')

(P.P')

(P.P')

(P.P')

(d,d')

(d\d()

(d.d')

22.3

22.3

11.5

14.5

11

8

16

16

(180>180.) 68.6

cr
CE

0.25 1.206 -62.8

0.25 1.206 -60.8

0.203 0.976 -52.8

0.22 1.135 -60.8

0.20 1.069 -58.9

0.17 0.816 -41.7

0.17 0.814 -40.8

0.20 0.882 -43.5

0.99

0.219 1.057 -45.6

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

,22

,22

,25

,20

19

163

23

23

23

18

18

184

1
1

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

.043

.043

.278

.059

.822

.773

.110

.110

.187

.962

.794

.388

-322

-301

-399

-349

-245

-205

-348

-324

-391

-334

-240

-226

VM1
VM2

85SeO5

7OCuO3

7OPeO9 *

85SeO5

85SeO5

78SzO8

80Lel6

80Le24

VM1

VM2

85SeO5

7OCuO3

7OP-O9 *

85SeO5

85SeO5

78SzO8

79EsO4

80Lel6

8OLe24

to be continued

*: DWBA analysis of data obtained by Perey et al. (70Pe09).
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Table 4.16a Quadrupole and octupole deformation parameters

and deformation lengths, and nuclear quadrupole and

octupole moments In a vlbratlonal context (continued).

reaction

(P.P')

(P.P')

(P.P')

(P.P')

(P.P1)

(P.P')

(d,d')

(d.d')

(d\d')

CE
76Ge

(P.P')

(P,P')

(P.P')

(P.P1)

(P.P')

(P.P')

d,d')
(d,d')

CE

E
(MeV)

22.3

22.3

11.5

22.0

14.5

n
8

16

16

22.3

22.3

11.5

22.0

14.5

11

8

16

1

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

32

.28

.28

,208

.29

23

21

197

197

26

253

25

25

211

26

22

19

197

197

252

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

.387

.375

.010

.425

.197

.133

.954

.952

.190

.253

.197

.197

.033

.289

.156

.034

.963

.960

.228

120
(e fm2)

-76.8

-73.6

-56.8

-79.6

-67.2

-65.3

-50.6

-49.3

-59.9

-55.3

-67.4

-66.5

-60.7

-75.2

-67.8

-62.3

-53.2

-51.6

-52.8

0

0

0

0

0

0

0,

0.

0,

0.

0.

.15

.15

.16

.13

.14

.13

.15

.15

.15

.14

,13

JĴ R

(fm)

0.743

0.737

0.786

0.677

0.755

0.595

0.718

0.718

0.743

0.735

0.708

(e fm3)

-253

-233

-275

-235

-277

-182

-245

-238

-272

-269

-273

Ref.

VM1

VM2

85SeO5

82Tal6

7OCuO3

7OPeO9 *

85SeO5

85SeO5

78SzO8

80Lel6

VM1

VM2

85SeO5

83Ra32

7OCuO3

7OPeO9

85Se05

85SeO5

80Lel6

to be continued

*: DWBA analysis of data obtained by Perey et al. (7OPeO9).
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Table 4.16a Quadrupole and octupole deformation parameters

and deformation lergths, and nuclear quadrupole and

octupole moments in a vibrational context (continued).

reaction

76<

(P.

a,
(P,
(p.

(n,

(n,

(a,

CE

CE

78c
' °b

(P,

(p.

(P.

(P,

(n,

(a,

CE

CE

8 0c
b

(P.

(P+.

(P+.

(P,

(n,

(n,

(<*,

CE

CE

,P')

• P')

,P')

P')

n' )

n')

a')

ie

P')

P')

P')

P')

n')

a')

e

P1)
P')

P')

P')

n')

nf)

a')

E

(MeV)

22.3

22.3

16

51.9

8,10

8,10

42

22.3

22.3

16

51.9

8,10

42

22.3

22.3

16

51.9

8,10

8,10

42

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0,

0,

0,

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

&2

.28

.28

.260

.278

.28

.31

.29

.267

.268

.26

.26

.235

.243

.27

.25

,253

,255

21

21

210

210

25

24

24

208

210

(fm)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1.

1,

1,

1.

1,

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

.423

.411

.355

.366

.483

.59

.357

.362

.255

.255

.235

.204

.442

.222

,231

.041

,041

113

,041

347

,25

,031

041

920

(e fm2)

-80

-78

-77

-77

-77

-81

-64

-65,

-72.

-70.

-74.

-71.

-76.

-56.

-57.

-64.

-62.

-69.

-61.

-72.

-66.

-49.

-50.

.6

.2

.9

.4

.1

.2

.8

.1

.0

.5

,1

,2

,5

,7

,1

5

9

7

5

9

6

9

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0,

0.

0.

0,

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

03

.17

.17

.150

• 164

.154

.17

.134

.17

.17

.140

.179

.17

,122

17

17

140

167

15

17

063

g3R

(fm)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0,

0,

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

.864

.857

.782

.861

.79

.681

.821

.821

.736

.948

,589

842

842

742

892

78

312

130

(e fm3)

-304

-288

-282

-307

-244

-200

-287

-274

-279

-355

-164

-333

-316

-295

-313

-261

-95

Ref.

VM1

VM2

84De01

79Ma28

76Lal2

84KuO9

Bercaw

74Ba80

77Lell

VM1

VM2

84De01

79Ma28

76Lal2

Bercaw

74Ba80

77Lell

VM1

VM2

84De01

79Ma28

76Lal2

84Ku09

Bercaw

74Ba80

77Lell

Bercaw: R. Bercaw, unpublished data cited in 69Ber.
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Table 4.16b Quadrupole and hexadecapole deformation parameters

and deformation lengths, and nuclear quadrupole SÜI

hexadecapole moments in a rotational context.

SRM = this work: symmetric-rotator model.

reaction E

(MeV)

P2R q 2 0

(fm) (e fm2)

Ref.

(fm) (e fm1*)

70Ge

(P.P1)

(P.P1)

(P.P')

(d\d«)

(l,d')

72Ge

(P.P')

(P.P')

(P.P')

(d.d1)

(d.d')

(d.d')

(P.P1)

(P.P')

(P.P1)

(J.d')
(d,d«)

(d.d')

(P.P')

(P.P1)

(P.P1)

(ï.d')
(d.d')

22

65

11

8

16

16

22,

65

11

8

16

16

22.

11

8

16

16

22.

11

22.

8

16

.3

.3

,3

3

0

0

0

0

0

-0

0,

0,

0,

0,

-0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

.22

.202

.17

.17

.18

.25

.203

.17

,17

.12 •

,27

208

197

197

0.14

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

25

211

26

197

197

1

0

0

0

-0

1

0,

0,

0,

-0,

1.

1.

0.

0.

0.

1.

1.

1.

0.

0.

.034

.962

.809

.806

.7789

.196

.976

.816

.814

.5292

.270

,010

954

952

6407

123

033

289

963

961

-55

-52

-41

-41

36

-65

-56,

-43,

-43,

25,

-73.

-60.

-53.

-52.

-34.

-66.

-64.

-82.

-56.

-54.

.6

.7

.8

.1

.6

.7

.0

.9

.0

.9

.2

,4

,6

3

,2

9

7

8

3

8

0

0

-0

0,

-0.

0.

0.

0.

.020

.04

.010

.04

,015

02

001

020

0

0

-0

0.

-0.

0.

0.

0.

.094

.173

.048

.1.76

,071

092

005

099

470

390

437

241

460

390

243

490

299

351

807

SRM

83Matl

85Se05

85SeO5

85Se05

78Sz08

SRM

85Matl

85Se05

85Se05

85Se05

78Sz08

SRM

85Matl

85SeO5

85SeO5

85SeO5

78Sz08

SRM

85SeO5

83Ra32

85SeO5

85SeO5

to be continued
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Table 4.16b Quadrupole and hexadecapole deformation parameters

and deformation lengths, and nuclear quadrupole and

hexadecapole moments in a rotational context (continued).

reaction E g 2 62^ ^20 £<#

(MeV) (fm) (e fm2)

(P.P1:

(P.P1:

(fm) (e fm1*)

Ref.

76S

<P,

<P.

(P+.

(n,

78c

(P.

•e

P')

P')

P')

n')

s
p')

22

65

16

8,

22

.3

10

.3

0.

0.

0.

0.

28

310

29

26

1

1

1

1

.388

.589

.49

.200

-85

-103

-83

-73

.0

.1

.2

.3

0.

0.

0.

0.

012

040

001

0

0

0

0

.069

.205

•

.005

711

680

1406

584

414

SRM

85Matl

84De01

84KuO9

SRM

65 490 85Matl

16 0.265 1.370 -90.5 0.027 0.140 1017 84De01

(p.p')

(p.p')

(p.p')

(n,n')

22

65

16

8,

.3

10

0

0

0

.22

.230

.24

1

1

1

.062

.199

.25

-66

-80

-71

.3

.7

.8

-0

0

0

.025

.013

•

-0

0

0

.121

.068

-13

-90

670

426

SRM

85Matl

84De01

84Ku09

predictions made by Madsen, Brown and Anderson (75Madl, 75Mad2). In

the Se isotopes we are approaching the closure of the neutron shell at

N = 50. The ratio (3 ,/g is, however, close to one as might be

expected for open-shell nuclei. The deformation parameters from (a,a')

also fit well in this sequence. The relation appearing for Ge is

somewhat surprising: the (d,d') results are on the other side; it is

expected that these results should give the same relation as the

(a,a') data. The smaller 8 for the (d,d') experiments may also be

attributed to the low energy of the incident deuterons. This may

influence the data in the same way as we already concluded for the low

energy (p,p') data.

The extracted multipole moments for different transitions show

larger differences. With the exception of the low energy experiment of

Sen et al. (85SeO5) the q20 moments from (p,p') experiments derived

with a vibrational interaction are overall the same (within 10%) and
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show a gradual decrease in the Se isotopes in contrast to the Ge

isotopes where a minimum is found for 7<*Ge. The same trend is also

exhibited by the q2o moments from (n,n') having about the same value

as those from (p,p')« The differences between q2o moments derived with

a vibrational or with a rotational form factor are small. Only for the

data of Delaroche et al. we find significantly larger values. The

moments in the rotational context have been calculated with the

symmetric rotator, while the parameters of Delaroche et al. are

obtained with the asymmetric-rotator model. This might be the origin

of the difference, though we showed that the differences between the

symmetric- and the asymmetric-rotator model in the final results are

only small. Compared to the moments from Coulomb excitation, the

moments from (p,pf) and (n,n') experiments are somewhat larger. For

these moments also the above relations hold. To conclude, however, to

a different deformation of protons and neutrons on basis of these

differences needs more confirmation, particularly by means of (d,d')

or (a,a1) experiments at comparable energies.

The spread in the q 3 0 moments from (p,p') reactions is larger and

amounts up to 20% of the average value. The moments from (n,n') are

now also signicantly smaller and those from Coulomb excitation are

even smaller than the former. Since the differences in the q3u moments

are more pronounced it seems to be justified to explain these in terms

of differences in deformation.

For the q/,0 moments we do not have enough information to draw a

firm conclusion. The difficulties in extracting the 8^ value will,

however, not lead to the same large errors, since these moments

calculated with a rotational form factor are also strongly dependent

on the value of 32- Notice in table 4.16b that there is still a

significant q^o moment also when 64=0. When keeping this in mind, we

have a reasonable agreement with Matsuki et al. (85Matl) but a total

disagreement with Delaroche et al. We think that the values of 3 4 from

the last study are too large, resulting in too large q^g moments. The

authors themselves find the extraction of 0^ highly model dependent.

Finally we want to remark that in view of the above discussion we

are not yet convinced that "multipole moments are a better means for

quoting deformations" (76Mac). All our conclusions could also be

derived if we had restricted ourselves to deformation parameters or to

deformation lengths. Perhaps multipole moments are a better criterion
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for permanently deformed nuclei, but at present for the Ge and Se

nuclides this is a detour.
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Chapter 5 Nuclear structure calculations

"Door meten tot weten, zou ik als

zinspreuk boven elk physisch

laboratorium willen schrijven."

H. Kamerlingh Onnes.

Not only experimentalists have studied the Ge-Se mass region, but

also theoreticians have been challenged by the difficulties in

explaining the nuclear structure one encounters here. The theoretical

analyses started from a mixture of microscopic and collective aspects

of nuclear structure. A comprehensive review of the situation has been

given by Vergnes in 1980 (80Ver). His general conclusions were:

i. There is considerable experimental evidence for an oblate-prolate

transition between 68Ge and 76Ge. The Se nuclei exhibit the same

features, but less pronounced.

ii. No pure shell-model calculation is capable to reproduce the low-

lying 0+ state (see e.g. 76Dev).

iii. Some models seem to be apt to describe various features of the

spectra, including some B(E2) values correctly, but their

underlying theoretical assumptions are different. For instance

Didong et al. (76Did) describe the 0± state as mainly proton

excitations in contrast to Iwasaki et al. (78Iwa) who attribute

it mainly to neutron excitations.

The new analyses since 1980 do not contribute new insights to the

theoretical descriptions. They only confirm the ambiguous view this

mass region exhibits and where configuration mixing, shape coexistence

and triaxiality are the keywords. After the introduction of IBA these

approaches moved somewhat to the background. As we present here some

schematic IBA-2 calculations, we shall review shortly previous

calculations.

A recent paper dealing with IBA steins from Erokhina, Efimov,

Lemberg and Mikhailov (85Ero). They established for the Se isotopes

the region of admissible values of the parameters e, aj and x i-n a n

IBA-1 type of analysis. Their main conclusion on the basis of the

performed analysis of energy spectra and probabilities of quadrupole

transitions was that of the coexistence of states with different
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deformations in 72'7l*Se (spherical shape in the ground state and

axially-symmetric shape in the 0+ state). For 76'78>80ge they found

that these have no stable spherical shape and that the developing

deformations are y-unstable.

In order to compare their experimental results on 76Se and 78Se

with model predictions Matsuzaki and Taketani (82Ma45) performed a

standard IBA-2 analysis for the Se isotopes with A=74-80, starting

from an inert core of 28 protons and 50 neutrons. A reasonable

agreement was obtained between the results and the observed

band structure (level energies and B(E2) ratios). Another IBA-2

analysis was performed by Kaup, Mönkemeyer and von Brentano (83KaO4)

as an extension of earlier similar analyses of the Kr and Sr isotopes.

The Se isotopes with N>42 could be well described only if one assumes

the 0+ excited state to be an intruder state. Effects of subshell

closure are most likely responsible for the failure of the model below

N=42.

Duval, Goutte and Vergnes (83Duv) applied the configuration

mixing model (82Duv, 81Duvl, 81Duv2) to the Ge isotopes. In this model

one allows tvo-particle two-hole excitations across a closed shell.

This means that one tries to explair the nuclear structure in terms of

two interacting configurations i.e. that normal in IBA-2 and an

additional one with two extra bosons. This resembles the coexistence

in the collective model. Starting from a simple ansatz Duval, Goutte

and Vergnes obtained a quite good agreement with the experiment. The

model predicted, however, a 2+ state in 72Ge at 1.36 MeV which has not

been found experimentally and several 3+ states at a too high

excitation energy. The most distinct difference between experiment

and calculations was that the latter attributed a negative quadrupole

moment to all nuclei considered and did not reproduce the oblate-

prolate transition between 70Ge and 7 2Ge. '"he announced more complex

calculations, which were also to include quadrupole terms in both

configurations in order to obtain triaxial deformation, have not been

published sofar.

The same model has been applied to the Se nuclei by Delaroche,

Girod and Duval (32Del). The results show a general trend of a small

contribution (<10%) of the "excited" configuration to a very large

contribution («90%) when going from 70Se to 8 0Se. They finally

conclude on the basis of this analysis and of a Hartree-Fock-
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Bogolyubov approach to the existence of dynamical triaxlal

deformations in Se nuclei.

The most recent paper with an IBA-2 calculation of 66>68>70»72ge

is by Yoshida and Arima (85Yos). Since their aim is especially the

description of high-spin states in these isotopes, they use an extra

coupling of two quasiparticles in the gq/o orbitals. A good agreement

is found with the experimental spectra, including the gradual lowering

of the 8+ state with increasing mass number. The character of the

bands, however, strongly depends on the parametrization, necessitating

further experimental tests. Calculations for other nuclides in this

region, including Se, Kr and Sr, are announced.

When doing IBA-2 calculations one has some advantage of the

microscopic foundation of the parameters (78Ots), e.g. K and \ and

X • Some knowledge of the values, which are reasonable from a physical

point of view, is useful in confining the parameter space. So it may

be expected that the values of x are within the interval (~è/7, yi).

The extremes are found for almost filled or almost empty shells,

whereas a value of \a0 seems suitable for shells half filled. Also the

number of bosons is an important question to solve. Normally one takes

the number of valence nucleon pairs (hole pairs). In the Ge-Se mass

region the two major shells close at N,Z=28 and N=50, but there is

experimental evidence for some additional shell closure at N=40, be it

weak. In that case the counting of the number of bosons will differ.

Another possibility is the solution proposed by Scholten (83Sch): when

a subshell closure is not very pronounced but nevertheless shows up

one can take this into account by introducing some effective number of

bosons (see table 5.1 and figure 5.1), with a corresponding behaviour

of the quadrupole parameter X"

In our calculations we restricted ourselves to the simple IBA-2

model, which moreover is treated rather schematically. Me think that

this can be justified since we are interested only in the lowest

levels of natural parity and only in general trends in deformation

c.q. transition strengths. Of course some caution has to be taken in

the interpretation of the low-lying 0+ excited states in the Ge

nuclei.
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N,

28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50

N

Figure 5.1 The possible number of neutron bosons (N ) between neutron
numbers N=28 and N=50. V

solid : standard,

dotted : subshell closes at N=40,

dashed : effective boson number.

Table 5.1 The boson numbers for Ge and Se isotopes.

Ge

70

72

74

76

Se

76

78

80

N
TI

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

Standard

5

5

4

3

4

3

2

N
V

1

0

1

2

1

2

3

effective

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

Me started our calculations from the parameters of Kaup et al.

(83Ka04), since only with these we could obtain a reasonable agreement

with experiment. The other IBA parameter sets could not be used due to

incomplete information and/or to a non-standard IBA-2 procedure. The

same parameters were also used for the Ge isotopes. Furthermore we
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varied only e(=e =e ) and ic, for the same reasons as mentioned by Kaup

et al., viz.:

- restrict the parameter space by the requirement that x depends only

on the proton and x only on the neutron number (then the values of

X already deduced for the Kr isotopes can be used and x c a n be set-

to a fixed value for all the isotopes);

- a constant value of the Majorana strength (F ) is justified since

it does not vary strongly-

All unknown parameters were set to their default values in the

programme NPBOS (79Ots). The justification of this procedure can be

found in the reasonable agreement between experimental and calculated

properties of the Se isotopes as obtained by Kaup et al. For our

purpose we judged only the quality of the fit for the lowest excited

states (2+, 2+ and 4+) in obtaining values of e and < for Ge and Se.

As we are interested especially in gaining some insight in the nature

of these states we admit that probably this will not give the best

possible agreement with the remainder of the spectrum.

Table 5.2 Values of the IBA-2 parameters (expressed in MeV, except

for the boson numbers) as used in the final calculations

for germanium and selenium.

70Ge 72Ge 74Ge 76Ge 7feSe /BSe BUSe

N
TF
Nv
e

K

xv
FK

2

5

1.354

-0.112

-1.2

0.065

0.1

2

5

1.129

-0.103

-1.2

0.280

0.1

2

4

0.942

-0.149

-1.2

0.495

0.1

2

3

0.873

-0.209

-1.2

0.710

0.1

3

4

0.963

-0.163

-0.9

0.495

0.1

3

3

1.

-0.

-0.

0.

0.

020

259

9

710

1

3

2

1.056

-0.272

-0.9

0.925

0.1

The resulting level schemes for the lower excited states are

displayed in figure 5.2 and in table 5.2 the values of the parameters

giving this result are presented. The agreement between experimental

and calculated excitation energies is good, certainly for the Ge

isotopes.
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Figure 5.2 Comparison of t h e o r e t i c a l (colura marked Th) and

experimental (column marked Exp) level schemes for the

lower excited s ta tes in 70Ge to 76Ge and 76Se to 8 0Se.
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Only the 0+ states are positioned incorrectly, but these states are

assigned as intruders. The values of e and < we find for the Se

isotopes do not differ much from those of Kaup et al. In general the

parameters show a rather regular behaviour. In one respect the values

for Ge are different: the parameter e varies from 0.9 MeV to 1.4 MeV,

whereas in the Se and Kr isotopes this parameter is about 1 MeV, a

value which is also predicted by microscopic calculations. The strong

variation of < was also noticed in the calculations of Kaup et al. and

explained as an effect of subshell closure. In the Ge isotopes we find

the minimum in ic predicted by microscopic calculations at the correct

position between N=38 and N=48, but its value is about a factor of two

smaller.

The wave functions were used to calculate the reduced matrix

elements of the transition operator T(L) in the standard formulation.

The parameters xv and x were the same as those in the Hamiltonian and

the boson effective charges e and e were taken as 0.6 and 1.5,

reflecting that the interaction strengths for neutrons and protons

differ by a factor of 2.5 when using protons as probe. The reduced
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-

-

-
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38 40 42

N
44 42 44

N
46

Figure 5.3 Measured @ 2 values from this work (dots) compared to

IBA-2 reduced matrix elements <i KT(2> H f> (squares)

normalized to the g 2 value of
 8 0Se.
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matrix elements <fllT(2)lli> were scaled to the 3 2 value of 80Se for

absolute normalization. The experimental 2 2*
s and those from IBA-2

calculations are presented in figure 5.3. A rough estimate of the

theoretical uncertainties is 10%. Notice the rather good agreement in

view of the fact that this was obtained with only two free parameters.

This confirms that the approach of Kaup et al. we applied is valid

also for the Ge isotopes with N>40. The break down for N<42 again

reflects that for these isotopes a different type of nuclear structure

manifests itself.

Since the energy levels as well as the 0f*2+ transition strength

are well reproduced by these calculations we may have confidence in

conclusions about the other states. For that purpose we have given

the probabilities of one and two bosons in these states (see figure

5.4). The pure two-phonon character (100% two d-bosons) is not present

in anyone. Nevertheless the fraction of two d-bosons in the 0+ is

Large in the Ge isotopes, which is probably the reason why our 0+

states in 7"Ge and 7^Ge are so well represented by a second-order

vibrator calculation. The rather low fraction of 50% in 76Se explains

the break down of the calculation for this isotope. For the 2+ states

we must conclude to a largely mixed configuration, except for 70Ge and

72Ge which are essentially one-d-boson states.

Within the limited scope of this IBA-2 study we also looked to

a possible description with other boson numbers. Assuming a "hard"

subshell closure at N=40 with corresponding boson numbers is clearly

an oversimplification. The remaining bosons are too few to generate

complex spectra. For instance In 7zGe there are only two proton

bosons, giving rise to five levels: the 0+, 2+ and 4+ states. The

effective number of bosons does better; there exist, however, strong

correlations between e, K and x* Nevertheless the boson energy e

displays a similar behaviour as was found in the standard fit. A study

of the relation between K and x o n t n e o n e hand and the effective

boson number on the other hand is needed, but was beyond the scope of

this work.

The last item we looked at was the difference between e and e .
V 71

In the approach we used above e was set equal to e . There are,
V TT

however, indications that these parameters differ: the excitation

energies of the first excited 2+ states in the Z»28 isotopes (neutron

levels) and in the N=»50 isotones (proton levels) differ by about 200
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keV (85Van). We found a lirge scatter in the final values so a

conclusion to a systematic behaviour of e or e , or to a difference
V IT

£ -e was not possible» At present an equal value of e and e is as

good as any other possibility.

In conclusion we can say that these calculations, schematic as

they are, give a fair account of the structure of the levels

investigated in this study.
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Figure 5.4 Contributions of one and two d-bosons to the 0+ and 2+

excited states.

dots: one-d'-bosoix probability,

triangles: two-d-boson probability.

The lines are given to guide the eye.
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Chapter 6 Final conclusions and sunaary

Whoever, in the pursuit of science,

seeks after immediate practical

utility, may generally rest assured

that he will seek in vain.

H.L.F. von Helmholtz.

In the previous chapters we have described the experimental set-

up, aspects related to the energy resolution, the experimental data

obtained in our experiments and the theoretical calculations to

interpret these. In this chapter we shall give a summary of the

conclusions.

A critical study of the various contributions to the line width

learns the following:

- A large contribution comes from the energy spread of the incident

proton beam» A further decrease of this spread will inherently lead

to lower beam intensities with corresponding longer measuring times-

The cooling of semiconductor dectectors results in a smaller FWHM in

the spectra. Substantial improvement in this respect requires the

use of a magnetic spectrograph.

- The thicker the targets the larger the FWHM in the spectra,

especially when the target angle deviates much from half the

scattering angle.

The analysis of the spectra showed that a smaller FWHM was desirable.

The dilemma of the choice between high intensity beams and short

measuring periods on the one side and a small FWHM on the other side

is practically unsolvable. The only thing we can do is to improve both

beam quality and intensity at the source and during acceleration.

That there are some possibilities to increase the intensity of the

atomic beam source with simple means was recently put forward by

Jaccard (85Jac). Cooling the nozzle of the discharge and splitting the

sextupole magnet into two parts will lead to an increase of beam

intensity with a factor of 10. This can be partly sacrificed for the

reduction of the energy spread.

The experimental spectra of (in)elastic scattered protons from

70'72' 7«t'76Ge e n 76'78'80Se nuclei were analysed in a standard manner
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with the usual corrections for isotopic impurities of the targets. For

each nuclide we analysed the lowest excited states i.e. the ground

state, the 2+ 3~ 0+ 2+ and 4+ states. In total we obtained 38 sets

of the cross section and the analysing power for these nuclides.

The elastic scattering data were analysed by an optical model fit

by the programme OPTIMO (72Vos). The resulting calculated cross

sections and analysing powers describe the data very well. These data

also were used in a similar fit by the coupled-channels code ECIS79

(82Ray), in order to check whether both deliver the same results in

spite of the different numerical methods. This was confirmed by our

findings. The parameter sets found have been used to calculate volume

integrals and rms radii. Tbe volume integrals were compared with

several predictions from other authors. The imaginary volume integrals

are well represented by phenomenological analyses and also by the

prediction of Jeukenne, Lejeune and Mahaux (77Jeu) based on a nuclear-

matter approach. The real volume integrals show, however, large

discrepancies between our data and the predictions of others. An

explanation is difficult, but this might be attributed to some energy

dependence not used in the predictions. The isospin dependence in the

optical potential also has been looked for. A definite conclusion for

the real strength is not possible due to the large scatter in the

values. The imaginary strengths show a larger regularity and are more

or less in accordance with predictions based on the phenomenological

analysis of Kailas and Gupta (77Kai). The spin-orbit strength shows a

jump at (N-Z)/A=0.13, which is not an artefact introduced by the

method. This might point to effects of excitation of the target

nucleus in elastic scattering as found by Sen et al (85Se05) in (d,d')

experiments.

A generalized-optical-model search was performed to obtain

optical potentials which include the effects of coupling to strongly

excited states (2+ and 3~ states in the vibrator model and 2+ and 4+

states in the rotator model). In this way we obtain a good starting

point for the calculations of the other channels studied. These now

could be calculated nearly parameter free in the vibrator and

asymmetric rotator model. From the analysis of the inelastic

scattering data we learned the following:

i. The vibrator model works well for the first excited 2+ and 3~

states. Especially the second-order version is also capable in

giving a result that matches the data for the 0+ state.
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il. The rotator model works well for the first excited 2+ state. The

second excited 2+ state can be described best in an asymmetric

rotator context allowing the asymmetry parameter -y2Z
 t o be

different from the y of the 2~t and bf states.

iii. In both models the 4t state is not described very well, though

there might be some preference for the vibrator model.

Most of our conclusions were also given in work published

elsewhere. Delaroche et al. (84De01) assumed beforehand that the

vibrator model was only valid for the first excited 2+ and 3- states.

They analysed the higher lying states with other models (vibrator-

rotator and extended asymmetric-rotator) with only limited success.

Our main conclusion is, with the words of Vergnes (80Ver), "that

it is difficult to conclude!". Our analysis has brought in some new

scattering data which confirm the existing problems in this mass

region. We think, however, that the good description of the 0+ states

in the vibrator model and of the 2+ states in the asymmetric-rotator

model points to coexistence of vibrations and rotations. Furthermore

we see no evidence for a permanent deformation but our data give

arguments for a soft character.

Schematic theoretical calculations within the IBA-2 frame shows

that it is very well possible to obtain a reasonable description of

the level schemes for N>40. Using the wavefunctions for extracting

reduced matrix elements and comparing these with the 32's from the

experiments results in a good agreement for all nuclides except 7uGe

and 7 2Ge. The high fraction of two-d-bosons in the 0+ states is an

explanation for the good description of these states in a second-

order-vibrator calculation. The highly mixed configuration of the 2+

states can be the origin of differences between vibrator calculations

and the data. Moreover in 70Ge and 7 2 Ge these states appear to have

an almost one-d-boson character.
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DIRECTE KEBNBEACTIES MET GEPOLARISEERDE PROTONEN

- Een experimentele studie van Ge en Se -

Samenvatting

In dit proefschrift zijn metingen van verstrooiing van

gepolariseerde protonen aan 70>72'7t»76Ge_ e n 76»78' 8 0 S e _ k e r n e n

beschreven met als doel een toetsing van het collectieve model (zowel

vibrator als rotator versie) en het IBA-model. Dit omdat kernen in het

massagebied rond Ge en Se in het verleden nogal tegenstrijdige

experimentele gegevens hebben opgeleverd, die een eenvoudig beeld van

de kernstructuur bemoeilijken.

Om de experimenten optimaal te kunnen uitvoeren, is gekeken naar

de diverse componenten van de lijnbreedte in de spectra. Het bleek dat

de voornaamste component afkomstig was van de energiespreiding van de

gepolariseerde protonenbundel. Belangrijke bijdragen waren verder een

gevolg van de dikte van het trefplaatje. Ook de ruis in de

halfgeleider detectoren telde mee. Een aanzienlijke reductie hiervan

kon worden bereikt door middel van koeling van deze detectoren.

De verkregen experimentele spectra werden op een standaard manier

geanalyseerd waarbij ook correcties voor de isotopische samenstelling

van het trefplaatje zijn meegenomen. Hierdoor hebben we uiteindelijk

38 sets van differentiële werkzame doorsneden en analyserende

vermogens verkregen voor de grondtoestand, de 2+, 3r, 0+, 2f en 4+

toestanden in deze 7 kernen.

De gegevens voor de grondtoestand zijn aangepast met een

standaard optisch model programma "OPTIMO". De resultaten geven in

het algemeen de elastische verstrooiing zeer goed weer. Tevens werd

eenzelfde aanpassing uitgevoerd met het gekoppelde-kanalen programma

ECIS79 om te controleren of er essentiële verschillen optraden als

gevolg van een verschillende numerieke aanpak. Deze bleken niet

aanwezig te zijn. Met de gevonden parametersets werden volume-

integralen en rms stralen berekend. De volume-integralen zijn

vergeleken met andere analyses. Hierbij bleek een goede overeenkomst

te bestaan tussen elders gepubliceerd werk en onze resultaten voor de

volume-integralen van de absorptieterm in de optische potentiaal.

Dezelfde integralen evenwel voor het reële deel waren compleet
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verschillend met die van andere analyses. Vervolgens is nog het

isospin effect bestudeerd. Voor de reële dieptes waren we niet in

staat enige conclusie te trekken vanwege een grote spreiding in de

uiteindelijke parameters. De sterkte van de absorptie vertoonde echter

wat meer regelmaat en kwam redelijk overeen met een waarde afgeleid

uit een fenomenologische studie van Kailas en Gupta. De spin-baan

sterkte, tenslotte, vertoonde een merkwaarde sprong bij een waarde van

(N-Z)/A=0,13. Hier hebben we wellicht te maken met effecten van de

excitatie van targetkernen teruggekoppeld naar de elastische

verstrooing.

De volgende stap in de analyse was het bepalen van een

gegeneraliseerde optische potentiaal, waarin de koppelingen naar

sterk aangeslagen niveaus (2+ en 3r toestanden in het vibrator model

en de 2+ en 4+ toestanden in het rotator model) zijn meegenomen.

De hierbij verkregen resultaten beschrijven niet alleen de aangeslagen

toestanden goed, maar ook de grondtoestand. De beschrijving van de 4+

toestand is evenwel een probleem. Tevens werden hieimee ook de

deformatieparameters B2> $3 e n $i+ bepaald. De waarden van deze

parameters vertonen in het algemeen een goede overeenstemming met

elders verrichte experimenten.

Met behulp van deze gegeneraliseerde optische potentiaal zijn

andere inelastische toestanden berekend zonder gebruik van veel nieuwe

parameters. De beschrijving van de Qt toestand met het tweede-orde-

vibrator model bleek zeer goed te gaan voor 70Ge en 72Ge, terwijl het

diffractiepatroon maar niet de sterkte van de differentiële werkzame

doorsnede van 7 6Se goed beschreven werd. Daarentegen werd de 2+

toestand erg goed beschreven in een asymmetrische-rotator context,

waarbij de asymmetrieparameter Y22 verschillend moest zijn van die

voor de 2+ en 4± toestanden. De 4+ toestanden werden in de meeste

analyses niet zo bevredigend beschreven, vooral door de verschillende

hellingen van de experimentele en berekende werkzame doorsneden. De

resultaten die in dit werk naar voren zijn gekomen, zijn, voor het

merendeel, een bevestiging van elders verrichte experimenten. Een

nieuw aspect in dit werk zijn de experimentele resultaten voor de 0+

toestanden - een gevolg van de zorg voor het scheidend vermogen - die

bovendien in het tweede-orde-vibrator model goed beschreven worden.

Als laatste hebben 'wij enkele schematische IB&-2 berekeningen
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uitgevoerd (uitgaande van de parameters van Kaup et al.) om enig

inzicht te krijgen in de structuur van deze kernen. Het laagste deel

van de niveauschema's wordt goed beschreven door deze berekeningen met

uitzondering van de 0j£ toestanden. Eveneens een goede overeenstemming

werd gevonden tussen de experimentele deformatieparameter 0̂ , en de

gereduceerde matrixelementen. De hoge waarschijnlijkheid voor een

twee-d-boson toestand in de 0+ toestanden van 7 0Ge en 72Ge is een

verklaring voor de goede beschrijving van de verstrooiing aan deze

toestanden in het tweede-orde-vibrator model. De minder goede

beschrijving in 76Se is waarschijnlijk een gevolg van een inmiddels

tot 50% gereduceerde fractie. De verschillen tussen berekeningen en

metingen voor de 2+ toestanden zouden kunnen worden toegeschreven aan

het sterk gemengde karakter van deze toestanden. In 70Ge en 7ïGe zijn

deze toestanden zelfs bijna geheel van een een-d-boson structuur.
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Tot beslui*-

Dit proefschrift zou niet compleet zijn als niet zou worden

vermeld degenen die op essentiële wijze hebben bijgedragen aan de

totstandkoming van dit proefschrift. Het noemen van namen is uiteraard

riskant, omdat ik niemand ongenoemd wil laten. Zij die niet expliciet

genoemd zijn, mogen hieruit niet concluderen dat hun bijdrage niet

gewaardeerd en erkend is.

De leden van de groep Experimentele Kernfysica en de FOM

werkgroep K VIII nemen echter echter een speciale plaats in. Het werk.

dat in dit proefschrift beschreven wordt, was niet mogelijk geweest

als ik het alleen had moeten doen. Het resultaat is tot stand gekomen

dankzij teamwork. Dit team, waarvan ik deel mocht uitmaken, bestaande

uit:

- de technische staf: Leo de Folter, Wim Gudden, Gerard Hamers en Rob

Janson

- de wetenschappelijke staf: Piet van Hall, Siebren Klein, Gerard

Nijgh en Okko Poppema (en tijdelijk voor een jaar Chandreshakara en

Pushpalata Bhat),

- de beide andere promovendi Kees van Overveld en Rita Petit,

zijn dan in feite ook mede-auteurs van dit proefschrift. De afgelopen

jaren waren niet eenvoudig en vol problemen. Maar één ding stond als

een paal boven water: het werk van de promovendi zou normaal worden

beëindigd. En daar hebben allen loyaal aan meegewerkt. In het jyzonder

heeft de intensieve samenwerking met Rita Petit mijn werk zeer

gestimuleerd. De veelvuldige besprekingen met promotor Okko Poppema en

co-promotor Piet van Hall hebben uiteindelijk tot deze tekst geleid,

waarbij Gerard Nijgh en Rita Petit hun best hebben gedaan om de meeste

typefouten en andere onzorgvuldigheden te vinden.

De experimenten waren niet mogelijk geweest zonder een bruikbaar

cyclotron. Hiervoor zorgde de cyclotron bedrijfsgroep. De vele

tekeningen in dit proefschrift zijn het resultaat van langdurige

berekeningen op de B77OO/79OO computer van de Technische Hogeschool.

Een groot deel van de figuren werden ook hiermee gemaakt. De

medewerking van het rekencentrum voor het beschikbaar stellen van de

benodigde rekentijd en de loyale hulp van de operateurs wordt hier dan

ook graag vermeld. In deze wil ik de helpende hand noemen van Geert-

Jan Visser bij het beschikbaar maken op de B77OO/79OO van programma's
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die in andere kernfysische groepen waren ontwikkeld. In het bijzonder

waren dit het programma-pakket PHINT en zeker niet te vergeten ECIS79

(met medewerking van J. Raynal), zonder welke een groot aantal

resultaten in dit proefschrift niet hadden kunnen worden berekend.

Tot slot wil ik niet onvermeld laten de steun van mijn ex-

werkgever in de afgelopen 4 jaar, de Stichting voor Fundamenteel

Onderzoek der Materie te Utrecht. Zij heeft mij volop gelegenheid

geboden om mijn werk tot een goed einde te brengen. Ik wil hier

speciaal noemen de deelname aan de volgende evenementen:

- Workshop on Direct Reactions in Nuclear Physics 1981 te Bad Honnef,

- Summerschool on Nuclear Structure 1982 te Dronten,

- International Conference on Nuclear Structure 1982 te Amsterdam,

- International Conference on Nuclear Physics 1983 te Florence,

- International Conference on General Physics 1984 te Praag (mede

dankzij bijdrage van de European Physical Society),

- 6 International Symposium on Polarization Phenomena in Nuclear

Physics 1985 te Osaka.
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